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Executive summary 
 

This dissertation has been written as part of the master course program “Tourism Destination 
Management” of NHTV Breda, University of Applied Sciences. As competition between destinations 
is increasing, differentiation becomes more important. Amsterdam was analyzed based on the 
implementation of brand personality in their city marketing, whereas the following goal was 
formulated for research purposes: ‘To analyze the implementation of brand personality in the city 
marketing of Amsterdam and to compare the brand personality components between the perspective 
of brand founders and culture representatives/inhabitants in order to conclude an existing or non-
existing gap.  In addition, advice on implementation strategies for the use of brand personality on the 
basis of different perspectives will be formulated.’ 

Perspectives from a supplier perspective have been analyzed and compared to inhabitant 
perspectives, whereas brand components of the city marketing in relation to brand personality are 
touched upon. Moreover, the Brand Personality Scale has been applied and adapted according tot 
this research. The following research questions have been formulated:  

1. What is brand personality and how is this linked to destination branding? 
2. Who are the main stakeholders in this research and what is their involvement? 
3. What does the brand of Amsterdam contain and how is this implemented? (supply side) 
4. What brand personality is carried out by Amsterdam Partners and brand representatives?  
5. How is brand personality perceived by inhabitants and culture representatives in 
Amsterdam?  
6. Is there a gap between the perceived brand personality and the applied brand personality?  
7. What are possibilities to link the perceived brand personality to the destination brand? 

The methods used for this research consist of secondary/desk research by academic articles and 
journals, brochures, local newspapers, the internet, databases from and outside NHTV, readers and 
documents obtained from interviewees, city marketing reports, literature regarding qualitative field 
research and several other documents. In regards to field research, the methods used are 
predominantly interviews with company representatives, surveys with residents and culture 
representatives and observation. A sample of 154 interviewees was collected to gain a truthful 
representation of every subgroup residing in Amsterdam. As an additional research a visual template 
was executed among 200 residents. Because every research is restricted to limitations, these should 
also be taken in consideration while reading the report.  

Firstly, an insight is given into the city marketing through the analysis of secondary sources. Secondly, 
brand personality is taken as a key component in this report, whereas the identified brand 
stakeholders have been analyzed upon their perspective towards the brand personality of 
Amsterdam, this in comparison to the perspective of inhabitants and culture representatives of the 
city. This comparison is, amongst other assets, set out by the framework of Jennifer Aaker’s Brand 
Personality Scale. Furthermore, city dimensions set out by brand founders have been analyzed and 
compared and in addition a visual template has been applied in order to detect the personality 
behind Amsterdam. It is found that the personalities from both perspectives differ. Indifferences 
exist in the intended commercial and innovative personality from the supplier perspective compared 
to the open minded, unique and diverse personality from an inhabitant perspective. 

In general, recommendations are provided on conformity and cooperation with all stakeholders, 
especially inhabitants, more interaction and visualization, promoting tourism in other areas of 
Amsterdam, adaption of the Brand Personality Scale, executing more in-depth qualitative research 
among inhabitants, more emphasis on the authenticity of Amsterdam, and finally clarification of the 
key values and contents of the city marketing. 
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1.1 Background 

 
While brand image and brand personality studies are well documented in the generic marketing 
literature, application of branding theories to places, in particular to tourism destinations, is 
relatively new. The definition of ‘destination brand’ is often misunderstood. Anholt (Handbook on 
Tourism Destination Branding, 2009) describes it as a destination’s competitive identity. It is what 
makes a destination distinctive and memorable; it differentiates the destination from all others. It is 
the foundation of the destination’s international competitiveness. This is how the term ‘destination 
brand’ will be used in this paper as well. Branding is an important factor in positioning destinations, 
because more countries and cities are emerging as tourism destinations each year and everyone is 
competing for the travelers’ spending and visitation. 
 
Amsterdam has had many ‘carriers’ of the brand and still there are some remainings of old brands       
-which are sometimes still active in the mind of the consumer- that function as promotion material. 
Some examples of old brands are ‘Amsterdam has it’, ‘Amsterdam Capital of Inspiration’, ‘Capital of 
Sports’, ‘Small city, big business’, and ‘Cool city’. As shown, these slogans, along with their campaigns 
have been changed regularly over the years, which do not reflect continuity in the consumer’s mind, 
while it takes some time for a carrier to gain recognition and to be functional (Gehrels et al). 
 
Amsterdam carries ‘I Amsterdam’ as the new slogan and it is the ‘flag’ on city marketing plans. It is 
one of the instruments used to establish Amsterdam’s name in the world; it is the motto that creates 
the brand for the city and the people of Amsterdam. The choice of the specific slogan was based on 
the assessment that it is clear, short and powerful. ‘I Amsterdam’ is considered easy to remember 
and with great potential for people to identify with.  
 
Inhabitants are an important factor when it comes to city branding, considering the fact that they are 
the people representing the city. Therefore the brand should be as close to the representatives of 
the city as possible. Research has confirmed that the slogan ‘I Amsterdam’ is well-known among the 
inhabitants of Amsterdam. A research was set up in 2005 by Amsterdam Partners, among 1200 panel 
members, which showed that 85% of the people living in Amsterdam is familiar with the slogan ‘I 
Amsterdam’. 74% of the Amsterdam residents agreed upon the fact that spending governmental 
money on city marketing is a good thing.1 
 
Other research has shown how the brand is functioning internationally, such as the ‘GfK Roper City 
Brands Index Ranking’, by the founder Simon Anholt. The index measures the world’s perception of 
each city, which influences people’s choices on where to live, work and vacation. The index is based 
on a global survey in which respondents from across 20 major developed and developing countries 
are asked to rate their agreement with statements about each of 50 cities (GFK). In 2006, Amsterdam 
ranked 11th in the list of the overall city “brand”, just like in 2005. It ranked 7th place in 2007. By the 
end of 2009 it ranked just outside the top ten. Although in the ‘Pre-requisites’ brand ranking 
(affordable accommodations and quality of public amenities) Amsterdam scores 3rd. During the start 
of the city marketing in 2004, a book was published called ‘I Amsterdam’ and in 2009 the website of 
‘I Amsterdam’ was even nominated as most popular website in the category Leisure (van Essen, 
2009). Analyzing these outcomes, one can assume that Amsterdam has a stable image among its 
residents as well as among international countries/visitors and that the slogan ‘I Amsterdam’ has a 
stake in this process. The focus of my research is however not to focus on the city with the confirmed 
status of a stable brand, but to go more in depth towards the implementation of brand personality in 
their city marketing and comparing this to the city representatives and residential view. 
 
 

                                                           
1
 Onderzoek O+S: Bekendheid van I Amsterdam 

2
 http://www.iamsterdam.com/en/amsterdam-partners/i-amsterdam/iamsterdam-manifesto 
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1.2 Problem statement 

 

A destination brand represents a city or country as the identity or personality of a place. It is also 
widely acknowledged that branding has the potential to play a crucial role in destination 
development, but the relationship between branding and places is not always straightforward and it 
is certainly not well understood. (Morgan et al, 2010) The branding of products or companies has 
been extensively investigated and applied to; this goes back for almost a century. However the 
applicability of branding to destinations, or cities in this matter, is relatively new. Especially when 
talking about brand personality, it only traces back a few years, it started off with slogans like ‘I love 
New York’, probably the most well known destination brand in the world. The problem is that in this 
globalized marketplace, competitiveness is increasing, which makes it more difficult for destinations 
to stand out from the crowd. They compete for new businesses, investment, visitors, attention, new 
markets, events and talent. As also stated by Maitland (2006, cited in Maitland & Ritchie 2010 p.2) 
endless studies have focused on the impacts of tourism, but longitudinal analysis of tourism policies 
and their impacts have been rarer still, because of a lack of data. Over the years, marketers have 
seen this development grow and now think of place branding as a major impact factor on their 
destinations attractiveness.  

Brand personality is a whole new topic in place branding, scarcely discussed among tourism and 
marketing authors and currently present in the academic discussion. Slogans such as ‘I love New 
York’, ‘Your Singapore’ and ‘Be Berlin’ all draw the attention of visitors by representing the identity of 
the city and connecting it to their target group through the extent of personalization. It has become a 
popular aspect of destination branding, as destinations are competing increasingly on an 
international level. Very important, which not always plays a large role in the branding of cities and 
destinations are its people. The personality of the brand represents the city, which is shaped by the 
people that live in it. As stated by Morgan et al (2010), we still have little understanding of the extent 
to which place brand management is a collective activity embraced by residents and smaller trade 
operators. The residents and city representatives should be taken into account in order to create a 
‘true’ brand personality of a place. Often it is the consumer which is taken merely into account; the 
focus is on what attracts visitors and not what the city really has to offer for differentiating itself. 
When this is applied correctly, it will prevent visitors and consumers from having a false ‘image’ and 
gaps between identity and image would be history. Recent literature states that other qualitative 
research methodologies, such as focus groups on a geographically less diverse group, could be 
utilized to reach detailed and specific results and that future studies could utilize face-to-face 
in-depth interviews to get more comprehensive results on destination branding (Tasci & Tozak, 
2006). As part of this aspect, another important focus is the relationship between culture and 
branding, given that it is their cultural differences that imbue most places with a sense of 
distinctiveness. In the case of Amsterdam in this dissertation, culture is distinctive as a selling point 
for the city and therefore taken into account from several viewpoints.  
In this dissertation, two main perspectives will be analyzed: 

 Amsterdam tourism and marketing professionals (supply side) 
 Amsterdam culture representatives and inhabitants 

 
The supply side will consist of Amsterdam Partners who are the creators of the city marketing and 
institutions supporting or contributing to this such as Kenniskring, Topsport Amsterdam, Architect 
Centre Amsterdam (ARCAM), Amsterdam Tourism & Convention Centre (ATCB), Economic Affairs 
(EZ), Amsterdam Inbusiness and Amsterdam Uitburo.  

The other perspective will be shaped through inhabitants of Amsterdam and several focus groups of 
culture representatives in Amsterdam such as designers, businesses, ethnic groups, market 
merchants, students, foreigners, etcetera.  
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Research is first seen from the supply side, how the city marketing is implemented, as this party has 
more influence on the city branding of Amsterdam. This will then be compared to the vision and 
perspective of culture representatives and inhabitants.  
 

1.3 Goal and objectives 

 
The destination brand represents the personality of Amsterdam. In order to connect the brand 
personality to both the initiators of the city marketing as well as the actual people representing the 
city, both perspectives on the brand personality of the city need to be researched. It will also be 
analyzed whether the perspectives and the communicational expressions are conform with each 
other internally. Therefore the following goal has been set out: 

 
 

 
 

 

 

On a later stage these perspectives will be compared to each other in order to conclude whether a 
gap exists. This will be analyzed through the brand personality model of Jennifer Aaker.  
To achieve the goal stated above, the following objectives have been formulated: 

 To obtain a clearer understanding of brand personality applied to tourism destinations 
 To analyze the city marketing efforts of Amsterdam, in particular the brand ‘I Amsterdam’, in 

order to conclude what brand personality traits come forward and therefore what image 
Amsterdam is trying to pursue. 

 To gain a better understanding of parties involved in the city branding process of Amsterdam 
in order to include these in the research and to analyze their contribution. 

 To obtain a more detailed view on the city through the eyes of inhabitants and culture 
representatives. 
 
1.4 Research questions 

 
In line with the goal stated above, a main research question has been formulated in order to 
summarize the research of the dissertation process, together with sub-research questions that will 
lead to the final goal in the end:  

How is the current brand personality in the city marketing of Amsterdam being implemented from a 
supplier perspective, and is this in line with the personality perceived by culture representatives and 
inhabitants of this city destination?  

1. What is brand personality and how is this linked to destination branding? 
2. Who are the main stakeholders in this research and what is their involvement? 
3. What does the brand of Amsterdam contain and how is this implemented? (supply side) 
4. What brand personality is carried out by Amsterdam Partners and brand representatives?  
5. How is brand personality perceived by inhabitants and culture representatives in Amsterdam?  
6. Is there a gap between the perceived brand personality and the applied brand personality?  
7. What are possibilities to link the perceived brand personality to the destination brand? 

 

To analyze the implementation of brand personality in the city marketing of Amsterdam and to 

compare the brand personality components between the perspective of brand founders and 

culture representatives/inhabitants in order to conclude an existing or non-existing gap.  In 

addition, advice on implementation strategies for the use of brand personality on the basis of 

different perspectives will be formulated. 
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1.5 Dissertation structure 

 

The dissertation structure contains six chapters. The first chapter introduces and justifies the topic. 
Next to this, it will reveal the overall goal and objectives, introduce the goal and research questions 
and explain the structure of the dissertation. The second chapter contains a literature review on the 
dissertation topic of destination branding for cities and brand personality; it will explain various 
assets relevant for this research based upon previous studies. The third chapter provides an insight in 
the implementation of the city marketing and brand ‘I Amsterdam’ from a supply perspective. The 
fourth chapter explains the methods used during the research and the stakeholders interviewed in 
order to answer the goal and research questions in the end of this dissertation.  The fifth chapter 
focuses on field research, showing the qualitative research findings of the internal and external 
perspective on the brand personality of Amsterdam. The sixth chapter features the conclusions and 
recommendations on the basis of the outcomes of the qualitative and quantitative research. The 
dissertation ends with a list of references and appendices. 

In regards to the chapters explained above, this dissertation is structured as follows: 

1. Introduction 

2. Literature review 

3. City marketing & stakeholders  

4. Methodology 

5. Internal perspective versus external perspective 

6. Conclusions & recommendations 
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2.1 Theoretical explanation 

 

This chapter will function as an overview of what has already been written and what is known about 
relevant topics related to this dissertation. The chapter will start off with an introductory part on 
branding in general. Throughout the chapter several subjects linked to branding and destination 
branding will be touched upon, such as: brand equity, brand value, destination and place branding, 
city tourism, stakeholders, image, positioning and brand identity, whereas later on the focus will be 
narrowed down towards the aspect which is considered the core in this research: brand personality.  

Brand 

The brand is an important aspect in marketing a business, place or product; however it can cause 
confusion with people, merely because of the misperception that exists on the meaning of the word 
‘brand’. Considering the fact that this research is based on branding -in this case destinations- it is 
important to clarify how the term brand should be understood and therefore how it will be used in 
this paper. 

 Branding is not a relatively new term, it has been used numerous times by several writers in 
previous research studies, for this reason the definition of branding is not easily defined. According 
to the American Marketing Association (AMA), a brand is a ‘name, term, sign, symbol, or design, or a 
combination of them, intended to identify the goods and services of one seller or group of sellers and 
to differentiate them from those of competition’. The key to creating a brand, according to the AMA 
definition, is to be able to choose a name, logo, symbol, packaging design, etcetera, that identifies a 
product and distinguishes it from others (Keller et al, 2008). This explanation is rather focused on a 
brand as a simple marketing tool. However, the brand is more than just a logo or symbol, this is only 
a part of the brand approach; elements that should represent the brand. The definition of a brand is 
discussed among several authors (D. Aaker and Joachimsthaler 2000; D. Aaker 1996; Bedbury and 
Fenichell 2002; Carpenter, Glazer, and Nakamoto 1994; Kania 2001; Kapferer 1997; Upshaw 1995) 
where for example Kapferer (1997, cited in Moilanen & Rainisto, 2010 p.6) sees the brand definition 
from a consumer’s perspective. He states that a brand is an impression perceived in a client’s mind of 
a product or a service. It is the sum of all tangible and intangible elements, which makes the selection 
unique. A brand is not only a symbol that separates one product from others, but it is all the 
attributes that come to the consumer’s mind when he or she thinks about the brand. Such attributes 
are tangible, intangible, psychological and sociological features related to the product. Aaker (1995, 
cited in Rothschild, 2001 p.37) seems to agree on this while he states that a brand is an asset of 
differentiating promises that links a product to its customers. The only asset missing in these brand 
definitions is the fact that social processes affect brand recognition, knowledge and associations 
(Kärreman & Rylander, 2008) and that brands are also a way of expressing values and meaning. The 
term ‘brand’ in this thesis will be based on the combination of the above statements.  

Brand equity & value 

Through the distinction and differentiation of a brand from others, it contains value, the so called 
brand equity (Keller, 1993). Brand equity is defined as a set of assets and liabilities linked to a brand 
that add to or subtract from the value of a product or service to a company and/or its customers 
(Aaker, 1991, cited in Elliot & Percy, p. 82). The assets or liabilities that underlie brand equity must be 
linked to the name and/or symbol of the brand. The assets and liabilities on which brand equity is 
based will differ from context to context (Aaker, Kumar & Day, 2001). Equity occurs when the 
consumer is familiar with the brand and holds some favorable, strong, and unique brand association 
in memory (Keller, 1993). As stated in the book review of Rothschild, Aaker (1995) begins his book of 
‘Building strong brands’ by defining a strong brand and does so by considering brand equity and how 
this contributes to value. He states that equity is formed through brand awareness, perceived 
quality, brand loyalty, and brand associations; he calls these four components “brand equity drivers”. 
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Awareness represents the strength of the brand’s presence in the target’s mind and the target must 
perceive the quality of what is being offered. Brand loyalty drives long term success and this is 
developed and maintained through the brand associations that are created. Despite the somewhat 
different foundations, the Aaker and Keller models share much in common with each other, as well 
as with other psychologically based approaches to brand equity. Most importantly, they both 
acknowledge that brand equity represents the ‘added value’ endowed to a product as a result, in 
part, of past investments in the marketing for the brand (Barton & Wensley, 2002). 
 
The difference between brand equity and brand value is often mixed up. Davis(2010) defines brand 
value as a measure of the difference of the net present cash flows from a branded offering over 
those of a lesser  known or even unbranded competitor. Correspondingly, brand value captures the 
premium market attaches to a stronger brand over a weaker one. Connected to equity and value are 
touch points (Davis 2010). He mentions tangible and intangible touch points: tangible assets are 
described as the physical representations of the brand. Examples include products, packaging, print 
advertising, design and even people. Intangible touch points are described as assets which cannot be 
physically touched. Instead, people experience them. Examples include services, atmosphere, 
ambience, and attitude. Successful brand building requires management to promote a culture in 
which employees are motivated to create an ongoing, positive experience for customers.  
 
Brand equity drivers and value as mentioned before have strong affinity with places, for example, 
perceived quality is one key issue for decision making for place customers. Perceived quality is a 
major driver for customer satisfaction, and is the key positioning dimension for a corporate brand, 
when functional benefits cannot play a decisive role. Place brands resemble corporate umbrella 
brands, to some extent, and can benefit the value of a place’s image (Moilanen & Rainisto, 2009). 
 
Destination branding and place branding 

Branding as explained above has been known for decades, however applying it to destinations is a 
relatively new phenomenon. In 1998, branding within the context of tourism destinations started to 
gain visibility with destination branding the focal topic at that year’s Travel and Tourism Research 
Association’s Annual Conference. Since then, this concept has been further explored in the aptly 
titled book, Destination Branding (Morgan, Pritchard, and Pride 2010) and in a Journal of Brand 
Management special issue (Hall 2002; Harrison 2002; Kotler and Gertner 2002; Morgan, Pritchard, 
and Piggott 2002). Despite all of these comprehensive works, the knowledge of destination branding 
remains poorly understood and is often misunderstood by practitioners.  
 
As defined by Anholt (2010) a destination brand refers to the qualities of a place as somewhere 
attractive to visit. Ultimately, a destination brand needs to communicate its ‘sense of place’ and 
create an emotional link with its audience. This is about telling a story – a story that provides an 
insight into the place, its people, its history, the way it views the world and how it relates to its 
environment. It is about bringing the place to life and making it relevant to people today. He explains 
the difference between destination branding and place branding, according to him; place branding is 
not a substitute for destination branding: 
 

 A place brand is more holistic than a destination brand in that it transcends several sectors 
(tourism, manufacturing, inward investment and exports, as well as sport, education and 
entertainment). 

 Its aim is to convey the spirit of a place (‘sense of place’) as somewhere that is attractive to 
live, visit, work, do business with and study in. 

 However, a place brand is not a substitute for a destination brand. There is still a need for a 
destination brand to target specific tourism segments. But there should be a strong link 
between the destination and the overall place brand. 
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The term ‘place’ can refer to a nation (or country), a city or a region. It does not just relate to 
tourism. Place marketing and place branding are concerned with attracting people who can choose 
where they live, work, study or visit, to choose to do so in a particular place. However, both 
destination branding and place branding could include country, region, or city branding.  
Faced with growing global competition in which destinations are becoming highly substitutable, 
destination marketing organizations (DMOs) are in a constant battle to attract travelers (Pike and 
Ryan, 2004 cited in Ekinci & Hosany, 2006, p.3). In response, DMOs are increasingly seen to embrace 
branding initiatives such as the use of taglines and logos to attract visitors and expenditures to their 
respective destinations (Blain, Levy, and Ritchie, 2005 cited in in Ekinci & Hosany, 2006, p.3). In order 
to summarize and differentiate place branding from other definitions, Blain et al. defines it as: 
 
The marketing activities (1) that support  the creation of a name, symbol, logo, word mark or other 
graphic that both identifies and differentiates a destination; (2) that convey the promise of a 
memorable travel experience that is uniquely associated with the destination; and (3) that serve to 
consolidate and reinforce the recollection of pleasurable memories of the destination experience, all 
with the intent purpose of creating an image that influences consumers’ decisions to visit the 
destination in question, as opposed to an alternative one (Blain et al. 2005, pp331-2). 
 
The application of branding theory to places is a complex undertaking. Pike (2005) summarizes six 
issues that lead to this, such as:  
 

1. The multidimensionality 
2. The heterogeneous interests of stakeholders 
3. The politics involved 
4. The need for consensus 
5. Difficulty in applying the concept of brand loyalty 
6. The availability of limited funding 

 
City tourism and branding 

In relation to destination branding, we move towards city branding and city tourism, regarding the 
subject of Amsterdam in this research. Studies related to tourism have changed over time, as 
Ashworth (1989, cited in Selby, 2004, p.31)) argued twenty years ago that despite its economic and 
social significance, urban tourism has been severely neglected as an area of academic research. As 
Hall (2005) claimed: 
 
“Capital cities represent a special case of urban tourism. Yet, in much of the literature on capital 
cities, the planning and policy significance of tourism is seemingly ignored, while similarly, little is 
made of the significance of capital status in the tourism literature” (Hall, 2005, p.219). 
 
Though much has changed in a few years; for developers and policy makers, city tourism is now 
mainstream, and no longer associated just with resorts and historic cities. National capitals have 
always had special qualities that attract visitors, but their attitudes towards tourism have at times 
been ambivalent. Growth in city tourism has been accompanied by increasing interest form 
researchers, and much more attention is now paid to the phenomenon (Maitland, 2010). 
 
There are many factors that contribute towards the appeal of a place. A World Cities Brand Index21, 
constructed from research amongst consumers and business people, offers a valuable insight into 
five key factors that determine the health of a global city brand (WTO, 2009): 
 
• Vibrancy of the culture; 
• standard of living; 
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• attractiveness as a short-break destination; 
• suitability of the climate; 
• positive word-of-mouth. 
 
In a world of increasing homogeneity, driven by globalization and technology, a distinctive ‘sense of 
place’ is becoming increasingly important for cities and countries to deliver competitive economic 
advantage. A sense of place exists in both outsiders’ perceptions and residents’ feelings about the 
place. It is important that prospective external customers and local residents both share a similar 
view of the place, based on the place’s evident and credible strengths. If these two perceptions are 
not in relative harmony with each other, then the place’s economic performance is likely to be sub-
optimal. But if they are in harmony, then ideally, this can lead to a virtuous cycle whereby 
reinforcement of the place’s core values through residents’ behavior influences external customers’ 
perceptions; in turn, these positive external perceptions – and the resulting business this brings – 
further reinforce residents’ pride in the place and enhance their quality of life. This is not meant to 
suggest that a ‘sense of place’ is a panacea for all economic and social development problems; but it 
can add a considerable competitive advantage over other places if clearly identified, managed 
effectively, astutely nurtured in terms of the new developments and investments it attracts, and 
robustly marketed (WTO, 2009). 
 
A sense of place is created by a number of factors. These mostly derive from the following (WTO, 
2009): 
 
• Place: The physical appearance, its history and cultural heritage, its built and natural environment, 
the way it presents itself today in terms of its public realm and the type of events it puts on (e.g. 
Paris – history, built environment and cultural heritage; Costa Rica – natural environment; Mali – 
desert music festival). 
 
• Produce: Products with which the place is associated. These tend to be products that have long 
been produced in the place which it therefore ‘owns’.  
 
• People: The role of people in contributing to impressions of a place is often underestimated. 
Citizens and residents play an important role in defining the way in which others see the place: 
in terms of their culture (historic and contemporary), the way they behave, their attitudes, how 
they treat outsiders and visitors, their accent, their reputation within the nation’s history and how 
they have contributed to the national character (WTO, 2009). 
 
Brand stakeholders 
 
Local residents are an important stakeholder group as explained above, however they are not the 
only ones who should be taken into account while branding a destination. Brands are the entire 
organization as seen through the eyes of stakeholders, as shown in figure one, stakeholders include 
people inside and outside the firm. When defined this way, the challenge of planning and 
implementing management’s brand development efforts become apparent. Branding becomes the 
responsibility of the entire organization since every person and every department within directly or 
indirectly affects the perception of the brand. The brand of Amsterdam has been set up with the 
consideration of involved stakeholders, such as the employees, customers, which can here be seen as 
visitors to the city destination, social communities, shareholders and the value chain partners, who 
all can influence, or are influenced by the brand.  
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Figure 1. Brand as seen through the eyes of stakeholders by John, A. Davis (2010) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In this thesis the approach will be on the comparison between the initiative takers of the brand (the 
supply side) and the culture representatives and inhabitants of the city. Stakeholders are people who 
have an interest in the way in which the destination presents itself (WTO, 2009). There is a lack of 
research into the host community’s views on branding ‘their’ place (Pike, 2004, p.89) He states that 
the effective development and nurturing of the destination brand will depend on the identification of 
a brand community. Ultimately, the destination brand community will be as important a brand 
communications medium as any advertising campaign, since it is they who must deliver the brand 
promise. Therefore, he states, it is critical that the brand identity encapsulates the values of the 
community, the essence of the visitor experience, as well as provide a vision to guide and motivate 
active stakeholders. Any destination brand must represent local residents’ sense of place, this is their 
home. Also important are members of the wider business community, who may not view tourism as 
being their core business, but who may nevertheless be indirectly involved in providing goods or 
services. For example, these include such diverse groups as local product suppliers, architects, real 
estate agents, hairdressers, and employment agencies. A destination brand community consists 
therefore not only of local tourism providers but also the host population, local business community, 
and key travel distribution intermediaries (Pike, 2004). Ideally all sectors and all stakeholders who are 
marketing the country should reflect the destination’s brand values in all their own marketing 
activities to increase impact for the country. 
 
Brand image and positioning 

Ries and Trout (1981) were the first to coin the term ‘positioning’. Being advertising men, these 
authors saw positioning as a matter for communications (cited in Gelder, 2003). As Baker (2007) 
describes it, positioning represents how you want customers to think and feel about the place, it is 
how the city’s key stakeholders want targeted customers to see it relative to other options. He claims 
that defining the community’s brand position is the most important and trickiest part of the entire 
branding process, since it is the positioning that informs and shapes all other elements of the brand 
strategy – including the logo, tagline and marketing communications. Positioning helps to refine the 
components of the brand platform and shapes the destination promise.  

The positioning is also important because it is the factor that shapes the destinations image. Place 
branding is an extremely complex and highly political activity that can enhance a nation’s economy, 
national self-image and identity (Morgan, Pritchard & Pride, 2010). Brand management scholars 
(Aaker, 1996; Kapferer, 1997) argue that brand image is an essential part of powerful 
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It is stated in the article of Hosany, Ekinci and Uysal that destination image has become a dominant 
area of research in tourism since Hunt (1975) examined the importance of it in tourism development. 
This was in the 1970’s. Several definitions of destination image exist, whereas Crompton (1979, cited 
in Hosany, Ekinci & Uysal, 2006) defines it as “an attitudinal concept consisting of the sum of beliefs, 
ideas and impressions that a tourist holds of a destination”. However brand management 
professionals tend to disagree on the definition. One thing that researchers do tend to agree on is 
the fact that destination image consists of two primary dimensions: cognitive and affective. The 
cognitive aspect refers to the physical attributes of a destination, while the cognitive aspects can be 
interpreted as the affective feelings towards the attributes and the surrounding environments. 
(Lawson and Band-Bovy, cited in Hosany, Ekinci & Uysal, 2006) 
There are several theoretical explanations on the nature of relationship between brand image and 
personality, for example that brand personality and brand image are two components of brand 
image. Or in contrast, as stated by Kapferer (1997, cited in Hosany, Ekinci & Uysal, 2006) that 
personality and self image are seen as components of brand identity. Because of these different 
assumptions, much confusions arises on the relationship between these elements, this has resulted 
in a lack of managerial implications. According to Hosany et al (2006) no study has yet investigated 
the relationship between destination image and destination personality. Although image is of high 
influence on the consumer’s choice of destination, branding tends to control or manage this image. 
Therefore brand personality is the key asset to play a significant role in their decision; this will be 
further explained below. 
 
Brand identity and brand personality 

Brand identity, brand positioning and brand image are closely related. Brand identity is explained by 
Kapferer (2004) as the cornerstone of brand strategy and is vital to brand management. It also serves 
as the basis for brand positioning. In the book review of Rothschild (2001), Aaker defines brand 
identity as the unique set of brand associations that establishes a relationship with the target. These 
associations generate value via functional, emotional or self-expressive benefits. Aaker expands 
these benefit issues into four brand identity perspectives. These are brand as product, brand as 
organization, brand as person, and brand as symbol (p. 38). In regards to the city focus of this 
research, Amsterdam, the brand is used as a person: ‘I Amsterdam’. Aaker considers the personality 
of the brand as well as the brand-customer relationship. He sais that a personality can create a bond 
between the person and the brand, as well as assist the person in the development of self, where he 
quotes brand strategist Scott Talgo with: 

 “A brand that captures your mind gains behavior. A brand that captures your heart gains 
commitment” (p. 137). 

Although several brand identity frameworks exist, it is stated in the article of Geuens et al (2008) that 
most researchers share the opinion that brand identity (and brand personality) is best understood 
from the sender-side and brand image from the receiver-side perspective (Konecnik & Go, 2008, 
cited in Geuens et al, 2008, p.6). It is stated that in the theoretical, but also the practical 
measurement instruments it is important to make the distinction between sender and receiver and 
each of the composing elements of brand identity. (Azoulay & Kapferer, 2003, cited in Geuens et al, 
2008, p.6). Otherwise, among other things, brand and user personality get mixed up, leading to 
uncertainty about how to take action in case of a gap between the desired and the perceived 
personality. Kapferer developed a brand identity prism in which he considers a brand as a speech 
flowing from a sender to a receiver (Kapferer, 2008, cited in Geuens et al, 2008, p.6). He argues that 
the brand identity dimensions of physique (i.e., physical features and qualities) and personality (i.e., 
human personality traits) picture the sender. The identity dimensions of reflection (i.e., image of the 
target group) and self-image (i.e., how the brand makes consumers feel) depict the receiver. The 
dimensions of culture (i.e., values) and relationship (i.e., mode of conduct) form a bridge between 
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the sender and the receiver. Positioning here is the link between the brand identity and the brand 
image. In order to analyze these aspects in comparison to each other, and to conclude if the brand 
personality  corresponds, the following framework is set up, based on Pike (2009, p.127): 
 
Figure 2. Brand identity versus brand image 

 Internal     External 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Two perspectives will be analyzed in this dissertation project, the internal (Amsterdam Partners) and 
external (culture representatives in Amsterdam) perspective. Further information on the assessment 
will be explained in the end of the literature review.  

Brand personality is the key concept in this dissertation, it has been around over for some 60 years, 
Martineau was one of the early champions to write about this topic in the 1950’s, although 
investigation and application of brand/product personality are relatively new in the tourism 
literature. There has been a proliferation of destination image studies during the past 3 decades, but 
destination personality has been largely unexplored. Adopting Aaker’s (1997) terminology of brand 
personality, destination personality is defined as the set of human characteristics associated with a 
destination. Research has suffered, however, due to a lack of common theory and consensual 
taxonomy of personality attributes to describe products and brands. Aaker, J. (1997), realizing this 
limitation and drawing on the big five model of human personality, developed the Brand Personality 
Dimensions Framework: 
 
Figure 3: Brand Personality Dimensions Framework 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Each dimension (sincerity, excitement, competence, sophistication and ruggedness) consists of a set 
of facets (down to earth, honest, etcetera). Every facet is measured by a set of ‘traits’; dimensions of 
individual differences in tendencies to show consistent patterns of thoughts, feelings and actions. 
The trait measures are taken using the Brand Personality Scale (1 = not at all descriptive, 5 = 
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extremely descriptive) rating the extent to which each trait describes the specific brand of interest. 
The traits belonging to each of the facets are: 
  

 Down to earth (down-to-earth, family-oriented, small-town) 

 Honest (honest, sincere, real) 

 Wholesome (wholesome, original) 

 Cheerful (cheerful, sentimental, friendly) 

 Daring (daring, trendy, exciting) 

 Spirited (spirited, cool, young) 

 Imaginative (imaginative, unique) 

 Up-to-date (up-to-date, independent, contemporary) 

 Reliable (reliable, hard working, secure) 

 Intelligent (intelligent, technical, corporate) 

 Successful (successful, leader, confident) 

 Upper class (upper class, glamorous, good looking) 

 Charming (charming, feminine, smooth) 

 Outdoorsy (outdoorsy, masculine, Western) 

 Tough (tough, rugged) 
 
The Brand Personality Dimensions Framework of Aaker (1997) can be used to investigate the current 
status of a brand and to describe the desired future status of it. Since Aaker developed the 
framework, the brand personality dimensions have been applied to various settings across different 
cultures to gauge consumers’ symbolic consumption and their effects on behavior. Brand 
personalities of one culture are likely to form other brand personalities in other cultures (Mooij, 
2004). The strongest differences are between brands in individualistic and collectivistic cultures. 
Whereas in individualistic cultures brands have to be unique, distinct, and contain consistent 
characteristics, in collectivistic cultures the brand personality should be viewed as being part of a 
larger whole, being a person in the world of other brand, as in Amsterdam. The Western habit of 
describing people in terms of abstract characteristics has led to the development of characterization 
systems of personal traits. Personality traits can be found in the natural language we use for 
describing ourselves. 
 
The five-factor model (FFM or ‘big five’) by McCrae (2002) is one of the most used models to 
organize personality traits for people. The universal five-trait factors have been named Neuroticism, 
Extraversion, Openness to Experience, Agreeableness, and Conscientiousness. The following figure 
shows the factor and components of each factor (Mooij, 2004). 
 
Figure 4. Five factor model of personality traits, McCrae (2002) 
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With respect to products and brands, humans seem to feel a need to anthropomorphize objects to 
enhance their interactions with the nonmaterial world (Brown, 1991). Consumers also appear to 
experience no problems in assigning human characteristics to brands (Aaker, 1997) or in building a 
relationship with brands. Therefore, it is possible that the Big Five structure also extends to brand 
personality.  
 
Moving beyond personality traits, Aaker (1997, pp. 347) defined brand personality as “the set of 
human characteristics associated with a brand”. So, in contrast to psychologists, Aaker defines 
personality in terms of characteristics instead of traits. To construct a brand personality scale, Aaker 
(1997) started from Big Five items, but completed them with, amongst other things, socio-
demographic characteristics. Consequently, whereas Big Five researchers deliberately exclude 
gender and social class (McCrae & Costa, 1997), Aaker includes characteristics such as feminine, 
upper class, and young, therefore more applicable to brands than McCrea’s model, which could in 
addition also be applied to destinations.  
 
Destination personality 
 
The question may arise while thinking of this dissertation subject: Why should one connect a 
personality to a brand or in this case to a destination brand? What is the added value? First of all, 
brand personality is often seen as a key component of an effective brand (Murphy et al., 2007). 
Second of all, suggestions have been made in the consumer goods world, that when product 
attributes are seen as similar to other (competing) brands, brand personality can create 
differentiation and that this should lead to relatively higher product evaluations compared to claims 
that only inform the consumer on the features and benefits of the product (Haigood, 1999, cited in 
Murphy et al. p. 6). Moreover, researchers suggest that brand personality evokes emotions in 
consumers and increases levels of trust and loyalty (Aaker, 1997). Research has shown that this can 
be applied to destinations as well.  
 
It is argued that Aaker’s (1997) brand personality scale can be extended to gauge personality traits 
that tourists ascribe to destinations, because tourist destinations consist of tangible and intangible 
components whereas it can be perceived as a brand and because tourist destinations are rich in 
terms of symbolic values (Ekinci & Hosany, 2006). 
 
Aaker’s (1997) brand personality scale (BPS) has been not only replicated and extended across 
cultures but also applied to different settings. Research on the application of the BPS to places and 
tourism destinations has been sparse. However in 2006, a study has been carried out on the 
application of branding theories to tourism places (Hosany, Ekinci & Uysal, 2006). The five 
dimensions of Aaker were measured at a preliminary stage in order to asses the validity of the 
content. Some items were found to be redundant because they were inapplicable to tourism 
destinations. The outcome of the research  resulted in a set of 27 items, split across three dimension 
of Aaker, namely sincerity (sincere, intelligent, reliable, successful, wholesome, down-to-earth), 
excitement (exciting, daring, spirited, original) and conviviality (friendly, family oriented, charming), 
because these three dimensions closely relate to the hedonic characteristics of fun, satisfaction, and 
enjoyment. Their study provides evidence that personality traits are ubiquitous in consumers' 
evaluations of tourism destinations. However, the dimensions cannot be fully replicated. It is stated 
that human personality dimensions tend to be robust across cultures, but that this is not necessarily 
true for destination personalities.  
 
A distinctive brand personality can help to create a set of unique and favorable associations in 
consumer memory, and thus build and enhance brand equity (Keller 1993). Consumers develop 
relationships with brands based on their symbolic value. As a result, the brand becomes alive and is 
no longer a passive object but an active partner in the consumer’s mind. According to the familiarity 
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theory, humans use themselves as models of the world because of their extensive knowledge of 
themselves. In other words, people use their own self-schema as a source of labels and concepts by 
which to interpret the outside world. The comfort thesis, in contrast, posits the primacy of emotional 
motives. Guthrie argued that humans are not comfortable with what is nonhuman. They are ignorant 
or uncertain about these major factors influencing their fate and, finding this unsettling, try to 
reassure themselves by projecting the nonhuman characteristics onto the human domain. (Ekinci & 
Hosany, 2006).  
 
Further, consumers use brands with a strong brand personality to build relations with (Fournier, 
1998) and to show their own personality. If a brand personality scale could resemble a human 
personality scale, it would be easier for brand managers to translate consumer research into the 
most appropriate actions to create the “right” brand personality in view of their target group. 
 
As stated in the Ekinci and Hosany article (2006) human and destination personality may share a 
similar conceptualization, but they may differ in how they are formed. Perceptions of human traits 
are inferred on the basis of a person’s behavior, physical characteristics, attitudes, and demographic 
characteristics (Pervin 1996, cited in Ekinci & Hosany, 2006, p.128). In contrast, perceptions of 
destination personality traits can be formed and influenced by the direct and/or indirect contact that 
the tourist may have had with the destination (Plummer 1985, cited in Ekinci & Hosany, 2006, p. 
129). Tourists receive and interpret the various messages sent by destinations, and build a 
representation of the “behavior” of the destination. Personality traits can be associated with a 
destination in a direct way through citizens of the country -which is the focus in this research- hotel 
employees, restaurants, and tourist attractions, or simply through the tourist’s imagery, defined as 
the set of human characteristics associated with the typical visitor of a destination (Aaker 1997, cited 
in Ekinci & Hosany , 2006, p.129). In an indirect manner, personality traits can be attributed to 
destinations through marketing programs such as cooperative advertising, value pricing, celebrities 
of the country, and media construction of destinations (Cai 2002, cited in Ekinci & Hosany, 2006, 
p.129). Accordingly, it is argued that, similar to consumer goods/brands, tourism destinations are rich 
in terms of symbolic values and personality traits, given that they consist of a bundle of tangible and 
intangible components (visitor attractions, hotels, and people) associated with particular values, 
histories, events, and feelings. 
 

Visual brand personality 
 
A number of various studies have tried to make a contribution to the statement that human 
personality can be used in order to understand the consumer’s perception of a brand’s image. In 
order to emphasize the benefit and usefulness of applying brand personality to a product or brand 
some examples will be given. As Aaker (1995) states; the ‘brand as a person’ considers the 
personality of the brand as well as the brand-customer relationship. Therefore a personality can 
create a bond between the person and the brand, and at the same time assist the person in the 
development of self (cited in Rothschild, 2001). Especially the visuals attached to a personality have a 
great impact on the affective components of the consumer. Empirical research suggests that pictures 
are processed differently than words; the similarities between visuals and affection suggest that 
affective(emotional) processors would respond more positively to visual information than 
cognitive(rational) processors would (Sojka and Giese, 2006). Sometimes visuals are more adequate 
in processing thoughts or ideas, instead of words. A combination of visuals and verbal processors is 
also possible, in order to give the brand or product extra stimuli.  
 
For example, one of the most effective ways of creating brand awareness or loyalty with personality 
is through visualizing famous people in advertisements; public heroes, sports people (David Beckham 
for Armani underwear), actors (George Clooney for Nespresso), actrices (Heather Locklear for 
L’Oreal, Charlize Theron for J’adore). These human associations with the brand are linked for a 
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reason. As stated in the Maxx research paper (2001); a brand is, unlike a person, unable to think or 
act, is has no objective features at all, it is completely based on the perceptions of the consumer 
(Ouwersloot & Tudorica, 2001). In the paper the explanation for the link consumers make between a 
brand and a person is the form of animism, where the soul of the human being is seen as the highest 
principle of life, separated from the human body as an independent mechanism. They state that 
people have the need to anthropomorphize objects, which happens when human qualities are 
attributed to non-human objects, for example to brands. When brand personality is applied to 
advertising, it can be direct or indirect. The direct way is how it is explained above, when an actual 
person is linked to a brand in order to familiarize the consumer with the product and its assets. In an 
indirect way, the brand personality is derived from the product’s meanings, for example when the 
key asset of a brand or product is knowledge, the personality of that brand can be smart or 
intelligent (Ouwersloot & Tudorica, p.15). The main condition with linking a personality to a brand or 
product is that the personality of the person should match the meanings of the intended product 
message. After all, the consumer ‘gives’ the product personality by linking the personality traits to 
the product. This is impossible if this link is missing. In the end, the use of brand personality enhances 
the consumer-brand relationship. According to Ouwersloot and Tudorica (2001), consumers choose 
brands that help to reconstruct the ‘self’, because self image of people is constantly changing. On the 
other hand, brands are also chosen in order to maintain the ‘self’, that is the reason for the fact that 
consumers choose brands which are in line with their own identity, brands that have similar 
personalities to their own can make the consumer feel  recognized with the brand, or bring up 
certain memories.  
 
The relationship between all aspects of branding is a wide and complex process. The summary of 
relative context and cornerstones in this dissertation project is clearly visualized in a framework, 
based on ‘The components of brand identity’ of de Chernatony (1999), ‘Destination image and 
destination branding’ of Ekinci (2003) and ‘Consumer relationships and brand identity’ of Heylen et al 
(Hussey & Duncombe, 1999). The final goal is to compare identity and image in regards to brand 
personality in order to analyze an existing or non-existing gap in the positioning statement of 
Amsterdam marketing.  
 
Figure 5: Theoretical framework (de Chernatony 1999, Ekinci 2003, Heylen et al 1995)  
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In this chapter the city marketing policy with the brand ‘I Amsterdam’ will be further analyzed in 
terms of scope, founders, context, objectives, how the brand is represented in practice and how 
inhabitants are a part of this marketing process. The duration of the city marketing is set for ten 
years, from 2004-2014. 
 

3.1 Scope 

 
The initiative of setting up a new city marketing initiative for Amsterdam was a result from the fact 
that the competition between cities in Europe increased. This was the result of a research done by 
Berenschot, commissioned by the municipality, where an analysis was made of how city marketing 
should be implemented and executed in Amsterdam. Results showed that Amsterdam had to 
differentiate itself more on an international level according to many ranking lists. Another reason 
was that markets started to be more demanding and were able to take decisions faster, Amsterdam 
had not pointed out its advantages clearly enough and they did not top any of the rankings so far. An 
additional issue was that nobody clearly took the responsibility for the ‘Amsterdam’ brand name, 
which benefited other cities significantly and Amsterdam was in serious need of a clear and effective 
slogan (The making of the city marketing of Amsterdam).   
 

3.2 City marketing 

 

For these reasons, the Mayor and Executive Board came to the realization in the end of 2002 that the 
city marketing of Amsterdam needed a boost and outlined the main targets for marketing the city. 
These outlines were discussed and approved in 2003. The project had a good start during the 
summer of 2003 and several concerned parties became aware of the opportunities and needs. In the 
beginning of 2004 Amsterdam Partners was set up as a public/private organization taking the lead in 
this city marketing, who set up the slogan to represent the city for the coming ten years: ‘I 
Amsterdam’. Amsterdam Partners was the selected foundation as representatives of the city 
marketing, where they work closely together with the municipality, the Amsterdam Tourism and 
Convention Board and other organizations focusing on marketing, promotion, culture and knowledge 
(Gemeente Amsterdam, 2004). On the basis of the Berenschot report, the municipality came with the 
report “City marketing; de Amsterdamse aanpak”, where the approach for city marketing is 
described. The report concentrates on the organization of the city marketing of Amsterdam, the 
target groups, goals and the contextualization.  

 

3.3 Founders 

 

Amsterdam Partners is a foundation that carries responsibility for the positioning of the city 
marketing internationally, together with the municipality as their most influential partner (De 
Amsterdamse aanpak, 2004).  
 

3.3.1 Amsterdam Partner’s role 

 
 Patent-provider, as owner of the brand Amsterdam 
 Co-decision maker, through administrative bodies of Amsterdam Partners, through the 

municipality policy, through her role as subsidy provider and through lender of 
authorization(for festivals and events) 

 Co-developer and executor of policies, that provide content to the brand Amsterdam, which 
are linked closely to priorities such as Amsterdam as the city of creativity or knowledge 

 Communicator: the mayor and the alderman are important executors of the brand 
Amsterdam 
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3.3.2 Municipality’s role 

 
The role of the municipality of Amsterdam is strong, together with the role of Amsterdam Partners. 
The responsibilities of the municipality can be summarized as follows (De Amsterdamse aanpak, 
2004): 
 

 Patent-holder: Amsterdam Partners takes care of the brand management 
 Decision maker: Amsterdam Partners decided on the strategy for marketing the city of 

Amsterdam and formulates and evaluates goals for the development en the strengthening of 
the brand Amsterdam 

 Policy executive: Amsterdam Partners is responsible for the simulation of the image of 
Amsterdam, within the public and private sector, with visitors, with inhabitants, and with 
relevant others, on a local, regional, national as well as an international level 

 

3.3.3 Other partners 

 
Other partners involved in city marketing are six captains of industry of the private sector, marketing 
directors of large companies, convention partners (Amsterdam Tourism & Convention Board, 
Amsterdam Uitburo, Amsterdam Museum of Architecture, etcetera) and the region (mayors).  
 

3.4 Amsterdam Topstad 

 

In order to strengthen the international competitive position of Amsterdam, the program 
Amsterdam Topstad was established. They participated actively during the years of 2006-2010 in the 
program and projects for the city marketing of Amsterdam. The lease ended in March 2010,  from 
that point on Amsterdam Partners was responsible for the brand. The ultimate goal of Amsterdam 
Topstad was (Notitie Speerpunten Amsterdam Topstad 2007): 
 
Improving the establishment climate in Amsterdam, in order to be placed back into the top five of 
European cities of establishments.  
 
This project was successful; Amsterdam received the fifth place in the ranking of 2009, in comparison 
to the sixth place in 2006. The objectives in order to accomplish this main goal were(Notitie 
Speerpunten Amsterdam Topstad 2007): 
 
Resolve Topstad barriers 

 Optimally facilitate expats 
 Working on an open and hospitable city 

 
Making the difference 

 Develop top educational studies 
 Facilitate creative talents, potential growers and cross-overs 
 Optimizing ICT infrastructure, content and applications 
 Stimulation of knowledge and industry Life Sciences 
 Develop Amsterdam as a sustainable city 

 
Expose qualities 

 Emphasize Amsterdam as city of events and put more effort into city marketing  
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3.5 Internal stakeholders 

 
The city marketing is a joint venture between several partners, who all load the brand with their own 
ambitions. The partners with their descriptions included in this research are phrased below. 
 
Topsport Amsterdam 
Topsport is an independent organization which functions mainly to professionalize and promote top 
sports in Amsterdam. Together with their partners they create specific boundaries for the ambition 
of talent, top sports men, and top sport associations. Next to this they organize and recruit 
international top sport events and they coordinate and strengthen the top sport infrastructure. In 
terms of city marketing, they deliver their contribution in terms of recruiting the international sport 
events. Through these events they try to promote Amsterdam internationally with the slogan ‘I 
Amsterdam’ and try to involve the private sector through partnerships and promotional activities.  
 
Economic Affairs 
Economic Affairs is part of the municipality of Amsterdam. Their mission is to stimulate the economic 
activity by strengthening the economic structure and to stimulate a competitive establishment 
environment. In terms of city marketing, Economic Affairs is the main instructor in regards to content 
of city marketing activities for Amsterdam. They only instruct and do therefore not execute or 
implement. There are many organizations which they work with for subsidies, such as the 
Amsterdam Tourism and Convention Board, Amsterdam Partners, etcetera.  
 
Center of Architecture (ARCAM) 
ARCAM is a foundation with the focus to broaden the supporting area for architecture in Amsterdam 
and surroundings. They organize many activities around several themes and function as a 
coordination center for new programs and activities around the city. Furthermore ARCAM also 
functions as an information center for visitors, interested in the sights of the city. They hold an 
exposition room on the ground floor, where an exposition takes place five times a year based on 
current themes. In terms of city marketing they represent the design of many architect agencies and 
functions of other buildings reflecting the history of the city. Next to this they attend to meetings 
with Amsterdam Partners in terms of creative thinking for the future of Amsterdam. 
 
Inbusiness 
Amsterdam Inbusiness is the official foreign investment agency of the Amsterdam Metropolitan 
Area. They attract international companies to Amsterdam and help them get started. 
In terms of city marketing, they want to load the brand with a more professional and business like 
image, because they have noticed that ‘I Amsterdam’ attracts mostly tourism. Inbusiness wants to 
attract -as the name already mentions- businesses in order to cooperate with them and to have them 
established and operating in Amsterdam. 
 
Kenniskring  
Kenniskring as a network organization focuses on spreading and promoting knowledge transfer, 
strengthening and enlarging the regional knowledge infrastructure and stimulating and initiating new 
ideas and cooperation clusters. In terms of city marketing they want to load the brand as  the ‘city of 
knowledge’ by networking between knowledge institutions such as universities, hospitals and 
government in agreement with Amsterdam Partners. 

Amsterdam Tourism & Convention Board (ATCB) 
The Amsterdam Tourism & Convention Board is the organization in Amsterdam in terms of tourism 
and congresses. There main activities consist of promoting, informing, doing research and offering 
tailored service in order to attract the touristic and business visitor. ATCB is a holding consisting of 
the Tourist Offices, the Amsterdam Congress Bureau, the Amsterdam Leisure Consultancy and 
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Amsterdam Marketing & Development. In terms of city marketing they stimulate innovation and 
product development and they execute promotion and marketing activities worldwide. They are the 
initiator of the theme years of Amsterdam. 
 

3.6 Slogan ‘I Amsterdam’ 

 
The slogan of the city marketing is used in two ways: visually and mentally. The former refers to the 
large letters on Museumplein, where the slogan is displayed in blocks where tourists can take 
pictures. Next to this the slogan is displayed on boards, signs, buildings and the internet. The latter 
refers to the meaning behind the slogan. Amsterdam Partners wants Amsterdam to speak out for 
itself and make its relevance known in a proud, supportive and positive matter. Because of 
Amsterdam’s diversity, they want visitors and inhabitants to identify with the city, as a source of 
inspiration. In choosing Amsterdam for work, education or living, Amsterdam Partners states that it 
demonstrates the pride, confidence and dedication of the people to their city. They state that 
through the combined efforts of the people, they can fully realize Amsterdam’s potential for 
commerce, innovation and creativity.2 In order to label this pride into a slogan, it became: “I 
Amsterdam”. 
 

3.7 City Marketing context 

 
As can be concluded from the above, the city marketing of Amsterdam functions as a boost in order 
to position and differentiate the city from other European/international cities, through the 
operations of Amsterdam Partners. In the report of Berenschot, the strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and threats came forward through a research of inhabitants, companies, visitors, 
documents and questionnaires of Amsterdam. Based on these results a set of 16 dimensions of 
Amsterdam’s position came forward; the current situation and how they would want Amsterdam to 
be, which is shown below: 
 
Figure 6. Valuation dimensions city marketing Amsterdam 
                         = current 
            = target 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                           
2
 http://www.iamsterdam.com/en/amsterdam-partners/i-amsterdam/iamsterdam-manifesto 
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Based on this model, the so called ‘spiderweb’, it can be analyzed that Amsterdam is valued by the 
respondents as strong in the dimensions city of canals, city of events, artistic city, people, sex, drugs, 
R&R, however the respondents as mentioned above prefer a more livable city in the future: artistic, 
events, knowledge, residential, canals and business. The aim of the city marketing is to benefit from 
the dimensions which are already strong, such as cultural city (artistic city & night life), city of canals 
and meeting place. The new focus for the next ten years (from 2004 on) is to benefit from these and 
to fully strengthen: business city, city of knowledge, residential city. By focusing on these above 
mentioned dimensions, Amsterdam wants to differentiate itself based on the combination of four 
key values (Gemeente Amsterdam): 
 

 Creativity 
 Innovation 
 Spirit of commerce 

 
The fourth key value is one that Amsterdam wants to strengthen and focus on in the future, which is 
not fully optimized yet: 
 

 Excellence 
 
Amsterdam wants to create and maintain a relevant position with selected target groups with the 
result of higher income, higher visitor numbers, investments, international market position and 
image. This is the so called ‘return on the brand’. The main target groups were set very simply on 
companies, visitors and inhabitants. In order to focus on the ‘new approach’, the target groups for 
the city marketing are further refined into: 
 

 International business deciders 
 Logistic service suppliers 
 Creative industry 
 Knowledge workers 
 Active citizens  
 International visitors 
 Current inhabitants of Amsterdam and surroundings 

 
These target groups have been selected based on the criteria of groups that 1) deliver the highest 
return in terms of visitor and buying behavior, 2) already have a strong mental connection with 
Amsterdam, 3) need each other to strengthen the market position of Amsterdam. The full 
description of target groups can be found in appendix two. 
 

3.8 Brand personality analysis 

 
The city marketing does not talk about communicating a certain personality, which not always comes 
forward when talking about image or identity. However, brand personality, as shown in the literature 
review, is one of the four perspectives of brand identity according to Aaker (1997). Which is why the 
brand personality can be concluded from the brand identity described above.  
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3.8.1 The ‘spiderweb’ 

 
Personality traits, based on Aaker’s (1997) terminology of brand personality, can be assigned to the 
dimensions that Amsterdam wants to strengthen and build on, such as: 
 
Table 1. City dimensions 

Dimension Personality traits 

Existing  

Cultural city (artistic city & night life) Original, exciting, outdoorsy 

City of canals Charming, outdoorsy, real 

Meeting place Friendly, reliable, technical 

Desired  

Business city Successful, intelligent, hard working 

City of knowledge Intelligent, up to date, confident 

Residential city Family-oriented, attractive, wholesome 

 
These dimensions however showed no sign of further explanation or definition, so when the city of 
Amsterdam executed these questionnaires, respondents had no clear definition in mind of the 
chosen dimensions, which should be taken into consideration for the validity of their research. The 
traits assigned to the dimensions in this research are based on analysis from interviews and the use 
of common sense. One could translate the dimensions into the given personality traits, as they show 
similar definitions. Mutual differences are insignificant in this case.  

3.8.2 Key values 

 
Amsterdam focuses on differentiating itself through the combination of the characteristics creativity, 
innovation and commercialism. These characteristics can be assigned to the following personality 
traits: 
 
Table 2. Key values 

Characteristics Personality traits 

Existing  

Creativity Original, daring, unique  

Innovation Original, unique, intelligent 

Commercialism Hard working, intelligent, successful   

Desired  

Excellence Contemporary, successful, upper class 

 
Based upon these dimensions and characteristics, the desired personality traits aim strongly towards 
a business image, while the current situation aims more towards a down-to-earth, outdoorsy and 
friendly image. Also the characteristics -which the city marketing is focused on- show an intelligent, 
hard working image. Creativity is the only characteristic which is in line with the current and desired 
situation of Amsterdam. This could be a gap between the intended personality and the perceived 
personality in the end. This will be further discussed in the coming chapter, where both perspectives 
are tested on the basis of interviews, questionnaires and visuals. 

3.8.3 Target groups 

 
By looking at the target groups of the city marketing, there is a diversity in the in the segments that 
Amsterdam wants to attract. The target segments of the city marketing mostly represent the image 
that the brand founders want to disseminate. As it is described by Anholt (2010): “A destination 
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should focus on its core market segments when developing a brand, their perceptions will define the 
brand’s core characteristics.” Among others, Amsterdam looked at factors such as which target 
groups have a strong mental preference for Amsterdam and which groups would strengthen their 
competitive position. Therefore the groups that Amsterdam is aiming on can be seen as one of the 
core elements of the city marketing and can thus be translated into personality traits: 

 

Table 3. Target groups 

Target group Personality traits 

International business deciders Leader, contemporary, spirited 

Logistic service suppliers Hard working, down-to-earth 

Creative industry Confident, original, successful, unique 

Knowledge workers Intelligent, corporate, young, up-to-date 

Active citizens  Family-oriented,  outdoorsy, friendly 

International visitors Trendy, social, cheerful 

Current inhabitants of Amsterdam and 
surroundings 

Friendly, excited, social, family-oriented 
 

 
3.9 Citizens 

 
One of the main components in this dissertation research are the residents of Amsterdam. As 
mentioned before, citizens and residents play an important role in defining the way in which others 
see the place: in terms of their culture (historic and contemporary), the way they behave, their 
attitudes, how they treat outsiders and visitors, their accent, their reputation within the nation’s 
history and how they have contributed to the national character. (WTO, 2009).  
 
The ‘spiderweb’ dimensions  of the Berenschot research were selected on the basis of image 
research among visitors, companies, inhabitants, scientific sources about city marketing, interviews 
with people in Amsterdam about unique and distinctive elements, the official residence discussion on 
March 24th 2003, a large amount of statements and the municipality’s Omnibus questionnaire among 
424 Amsterdam residents. This looks like a good methodology in order to find out what residents 
think of the city. However, the image research was already pointed out to the respondents and they 
had to assign a certain amount of points to the dimensions in the questionnaire. The results may 
have been different when respondents were asked whether they would think of Amsterdam as a city 
of knowledge, or a business city and if not, what it would be in their eyes. Therefore there is some 
lack of the incorporation of inhabitant’s knowledge and opinion, while this is the perspective on 
which the city marketing should be built, among other parties, because the people build the city. 
 

3.10 Promotion of new areas 

 

Research from articles in ‘Het Parool’ show that the Amsterdam Tourism and Convention Board 
(ATCB) is focusing on new areas in the city. They realized the fact that new groups of tourists are all 
drawn to the center of the city, while it has so much more to offer. They set up a new agency in the 
neighborhood ‘De Pijp’ in order to draw more attention for sites, attractions and activities outside of 
the city center with its canals. The ATCB wants to place Amsterdam’s focus on meeting the local 
people and create more interaction with tourists, by reacting upon the trend of authenticity. This 
should disperse tourists over the other areas of the city, with the result of a less crowded city center 
and longer term sustainability in the end.  
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The methodology of a research is a vital part as it shows how the research is set up and how the 
person executing the research looks at the main topic and questions. It represents an entity of 
techniques and steps to accomplish the final product of a dissertation. Whenever the methodology is 
incomplete or incorrect, it can seriously damage the quality of the research outcomes. For this 
reason a framework of techniques has been set up and steps taken towards the end product will be 
explained in detail below. For this research a mixture of qualitative and quantitative research have 
been used; the secondary research is based on only qualitative analysis, while the primary research 
also involves some quantitative analysis. 

4.1 Secondary research 

 

Secondary research has been used in order to serve as a background on the topic and to introduce 
models useful for brand personality. Using secondary data or information can be an advantage 
because it offers savings in cost and time (Aaker et al, 2001). Also it is a useful technique for the 
foundation of answering the research questions and it gives the opportunity to gain an insight on 
how others approached their topic and set up their methodology. The secondary research used in 
this dissertation is a combination of data from several sources based on documentary and the 
internet, as will be explained below. 

4.1.1 Literature 

  
In this dissertation, use has been made of documentation such as reports on the implementation of 
the ‘I Amsterdam’ brand, other dissertations and publications on the topic of brand personality, 
articles and books related to destination branding and brand personality and theoretical models or 
frameworks applicable to this research. The framework used in this dissertation is the Brand 
Personality Scale of Jennifer Aaker (1997), which shows personality traits most applicable to this 
research. The Brand Personality Scale(BPS) has been used for three reasons: first, the BPS is the most 
comprehensive instrument for measuring brand or product personality; second, previous studies (for 
example Siguaw, Mattila, and Austin 1999) used this scale to capture brand personality (Ekinci & 
Hosany, 2006, p.131) and third, it shows the most comprehensive and applicable traits for 
destinations, compared to other models. The traits of this framework have been used to set up the 
questionnaire and to analyze the brand personality of Amsterdam. The literature available on brand 
personality adapted to tourism destinations is limited, which is why other fields like marketing, 
psychology and sociology have been explored as well. This also makes the research more interesting 
as it offers the opportunity to contribute to the academic literature on a rather new topic. The 
literature was qualitatively analyzed. 

4.1.2 Internet 

 
The world wide web has always been a valuable source when it comes to finding relevant 
information on a certain topic. Especially because accurate data and information can be found on 
websites which are not always updated in books or articles. Relevant websites have been used in 
order to gain background information on the organizations being interviewed. Databases and 
catalogues from NHTV online library have been explored for articles, cases, previous studies and 
statistical data. Other databases have also been taken into account in order to enter the fields 
outside of tourism and to obtain a broader field of research. The internet also contributed to the 
implementation of models used in this dissertation, and made it easier to obtain information through 
online book reviews. Qualitative analysis has been used in order to interpret the gathered secondary 
data. Information on previous marketing campaigns, reviews, rankings and other facts and figures 
contributed to the greater understanding of the image of Amsterdam. 
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4.2 Primary research 

 

Next to the use of secondary sources, it was necessary to execute primary research in order to obtain 
more in depth information on the city marketing and brand ‘I Amsterdam’ through the eyes of the 
marketing stakeholders; to collect the opinions and visions of the culture representatives and 
inhabitants of the city; and to observe the marketing activities throughout the city, linked to the city 
marketing. The primary research consists of interviews, surveys, visual templates and observation. 

4.2.1 Interviews  

 
As a primary research technique, five interviews were conducted with stakeholders from the public 
sector. These stakeholders can be defined by the definition: “Interact with and give meaning and 
definition to the corporation” (Wicks, Gilbert and Freeman 1994, cited in Friedman and Miles, 2006 
p.6). The corporation named here can be referred to as Amsterdam Partners, the founders of the ‘I 
Amsterdam’ brand. The interviews were mostly face to face, as this increases the amount of 
information which is given, whereas observation can take place of the surroundings and the 
interviewee itself. Two interviews took place via e-mail and telephone as a solution for time 
constraint from their side. The interviews were semi-structured because of the different goals and 
perspectives of every stakeholder. Questions were based upon the brand assessment of Knapp 
(2000) and further adapted towards the objectives of the firm.  

The interviews contributed to the information from a supply perspective. After the completion, a 
better understanding was provided through the stakeholders on issues such as their contribution to 
branding Amsterdam, their connection to Amsterdam Partners, their vision on the personality of 
Amsterdam and their opinion on the city marketing itself.  

4.2.1.1 Sample  

 

The interviewees were chosen based on the framework of partners of the organization Amsterdam 
Partners, which can be found in appendix one. The interviews with the most relevance to the city 
marketing that took place were:  

 Topsport Amsterdam 
 Economic Affairs  
 Center of Architecture (ARCAM) 
 Inbusiness 
 Kenniskring 

4.2.2 Surveys  

 
The second primary research technique was the implementation of surveys among residents and 
culture representatives, as only one perspective (the supply) is not sufficient in order to recommend 
on new strategies for the city marketing. Especially because the comparison between the supply and 
the inhabitants of the city is the main asset in this dissertation. The survey consists of open 
questions, multiple choice questions and a Likert Scale, based on a scale from one to five. The Likert 
scale was chosen over a semantic differential scale, because the goal was to determine the extent to 
which a brand can be described by human characteristics and not to compare positive versus 
negative personality characteristics associated with a brand. Gender, age, occupation and nationality 
were implemented in order to define the respondents background, ethnic group and academic level. 
The open questions were formulated through the analysis of previous surveys on destination 
branding and also contribute to the Brand Personality Scale traits as they were asked to describe five 
personality traits of Amsterdam, apart from the scale, when thinking of Amsterdam as a person. The 
Likert Scale is part of the Brand Personality Scale of Aaker (1997) with 41 personality traits, where 
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the respondent had to rate every personality trait to Amsterdam as a destination, according to their 
perspective. They were also given the option to rate the trait ‘unclear’ whenever a trait was 
inapplicable to the destination. The reason for choosing the BPS is that it gives a clear picture on the 
personality of a destination through factor analysis, it is the most stable and robust, it shows a high 
level of variance in personality traits and the traits are most meaningful and interpretable compared 
to other brand personality frameworks.  

4.2.2.1 Sample 

 
For the surveys, a stratified sampling technique is used, where sampling is random, with the use of 
subgroups representing the population. The sample for the surveys was set up based on the 
inhabitants of the city and culture representatives. The residency in Amsterdam was a precondition 
when taking part in the survey, as they live/recreate in the city surroundings. The  research resulted 
in 154 respondents, excluding the non-response. The aim of the survey was to represent a diverse 
sample of inhabitants, in order to minimize the respondent’s bias. Subgroups have been analyzed as:  

 Students 
 Market vendors & taxi drivers 
 Foreigners  
 Young professionals 
 Mid-late aged professionals 
 Retired residents 

 
All the subgroups have mixed genders. Students are in the age group of 16-29 years old. They were 
chosen because they represent the younger age group and shape the future. Market vendors & taxi 
drivers are in the age group of 25-50 years old. This focus group was chosen because they know the 
city best in regards to their profession and also to guarantee diversity in education and culture. The 
ages of young professionals range from 20-29 and are mixed in gender. This focus group represents 
the business image of Amsterdam, which is important for the future. The mid-aged/elder 
professionals are in the age group of 30-55. Elderly people have a different view on the city from 
their experience and the city developments around them. They are still in the professional field and 
have accomplished a higher or university study, which represents the level of knowledge in the 
results. The same argument counts for the young professionals. Retired residents are aged over 50. 
They have seen the city grow and change and still share a historic vision of how Amsterdam was, and 
is. 

In order to have a vision of how the personality is implemented by the supply side, and to compare it 
with the residents and culture representatives, the sampling was based on the interviewees. The 
survey has been executed with Amsterdam Partners (1), Dienst Maatschappelijke Ontwikkeling (2) , 
Inbusiness (1), Center for Architecture Amsterdam (ARCAM) (1), Economic Affairs (1), and 
Amsterdam Tourism and Convention Board (ATCB) (1) spread over eight respondents; two male 
respondents and 5 female respondents, two representatives were aged between 26-30, one 
between 31-35, one between 36-40, one between 41-45 and two representatives were over 50 years 
old. The respondents of the internal survey should thus be seen as each representing one of the 
above mentioned companies. They were all asked to fill in the survey according to the vision of the 
company they represent. 

4.2.2.2 Areas of research  

 
Geographically Amsterdam has been split up into several areas for research, based upon the non-
touristic areas from self conducted knowledge, information from friends and relatives living in 
Amsterdam and with help from the supervisor. The areas were chosen based upon cultural, 
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professional and ethnic diversity. The circles represent the areas of research, which are the locations 
that resulted in a sample of 154 respondents: 
 
Figure 7. Map Amsterdam Field research3 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.2.3 Visual template  

4.2.3 Visual template  

 
The brand personality was now measured through the meaning of words and personal 
characteristics. But as it is suggested that pictures are categorized faster than words (Potter and 
Faulconer 1975, cited in Snodgrass and Vanderwart, p.175), a complementary research was in place. 
This time words were excluded and visuals were used instead. The aim of the research was to gather 
a match between a person and the city, through the eyes of inhabitants, in order to trace back the 
personality of that person and link it to the destination. The research consisted of forty portraits of 
Amsterdam prototypes, mostly born in Amsterdam.  A fair amount of the portraits was based on the 
book ‘Amsterdam bevalt!’, written by Martijn Jas, who describes and displays thirty famous Dutch 
people, born and raised in Amsterdam, from which several portraits were used for the visual 
template. The other amount of pictures was set up with a focus group of five people, differing from 
age, gender, social class and intelligence in order to reduce the bias of the chosen portraits. The 
reasons for selecting famous or well-known people living in or originally from Amsterdam are that: 

 they are often to be seen as prototypes for Amsterdam 
 they have a relatively high presence in the media and are therefore familiar with the target 

group 
 they carry out a certain personality, which makes it possible for the target group to connect 

them to the city 
 the choice of the target group is easier to analyze considering the fact that they are famous 

and not anonymous, which makes the research more interesting 
 personality traits such as intelligent, tough, upper class are already clarified through the 

Brand Personality Scale by Aaker (1997). 

4.2.3.1 Sample 

 
The sample for the supply side of the visual template consists of secondary sources and the 
statements of the Alderperson Carolien Gehrels. The external perspective was again based on 

                                                           
3
 http://maps.google.nl 
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inhabitants of Amsterdam, as they consist of the best knowledge of the city. The sample of 
inhabitants consisted of an amount of 200 people, with a broad diversity of age, gender, profession, 
ethnicity and cultural background in order to collect a stable and clear view on their chosen person. 

4.2.4 Observation  

 
Observation is often underestimated as a research technique, however it can be very useful in 
certain situations. Observation added significant value and information to the research through 
participant observation and improved the validity of the research through connecting interviews with 
different players and also by applying local news to the conversations. During interviews it is 
sometimes useful to read body language in order to go more in depth with certain questions and gain 
more information from the interviewee. Also a sketch of the marketing activities around the city was 
quickly developed through the use of observation of physical surroundings.   

4.3 Brand assessment  

 
“Brand assessment is a careful examination of your current vision, values, reputation, brand and 
position” (Foley & Kendrick, 2006). 
 
In the case of this dissertation project, all above mentioned items are questioned, in comparison to 
the perspectives of other stakeholders. The assessment process objectively assesses a brand’s 
perceived position and builds consensus in the organization consistent with a brand’s reality (Knapp, 
2000). As described by Knapp (2000) an essential step in the assessment process is to gain insight 
from all stakeholders in the brand. Any group of individuals that has a stake in a brand’s success 
should be regularly researched to understand their point of view. As described above, it becomes 
clear that the brand assessment is analyzed from two different perspectives: 
 

A. Internal perspective and desired brand personality (Amsterdam Partners & co) 
B. External perspective and the actual brand personality (Inhabitants) 

 
After the analysis it will be possible to conclude whether the intended brand personality is in line 
with the actual personality of Amsterdam, this would create two options: 
 
A. Consistant perspectives     B. Inconsistant perspectives 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

In this scenario, the brand personality   In this scenario, the perceptions on    
of Amsterdam is in line with the actual   Amsterdam’s personality clash. The current 
personality. A follow up on market    brand personality will have to be adapted  
research is necessary in order to keep up   according to the community’s perception, 
to date with changes in personality.   assets and values. 

 

 

Internal 
perspective 

External 
perspective 

 
Internal 

perspective
  

External 
perspective 
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4.4 Research limitations  

 
 Seasonality 

Certain limitations reduced the optimization of this dissertation research as the period of the year 
should be taken into account, several stakeholders were too busy with organizing the tribute of the 
Dutch soccer team in regards to the Fifa World Cup in Amsterdam or were on holiday and therefore 
unable to answer any questions. Another limitation due to the season is the amount of tourists in 
Amsterdam, which made it more difficult to execute research among inhabitants of Amsterdam.  
 

 Ability of cooperation 
Subsequently,  a limitation is the absence of Amsterdam Partners in the interviewee list, as they are 
the main founders of the city marketing and Amsterdam brand. They do not take on students for 
commissioner or questions related to dissertations, because of the large amount of requests they 
receive on a weekly basis. Therefore one representative only completed the questionnaire and did 
not take part in an interview.  
 
Another limitation is the sample of representatives of the companies interviewed. Unfortunately the 
organizations operating under the corporate umbrella were limited in time and therefore not all able 
to send the questionnaires to colleagues representing the brand. However the data was supported 
by desk research, but it may have impacted the research results. 
 

 Subjectivity of responses 
Due to the fact that the interviewees represented their company, their opinion could not reflect the 
holistic view of the organization. Hence, research results may represent a rather one-sided opinion or 
view, rather than a holistic reflection of the tourism businesses opinion towards the brand 
personality of Amsterdam. 
 

 Lack of comparative studies 
A final limitation is that there was no comparison of Amsterdam with other destinations. Research 
suggested that there is greater differentiation between destinations when they are compared jointly 
as opposed to independently (Murphy et al, 2007). This limitation is due to the limited time span of 
the dissertation phase. 
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After the analysis and a short insight into the contents of the city marketing, the core of this 
dissertation research is set out. In this chapter the different perspectives on the brand personality of 
Amsterdam (the internal perspective of the city marketing founders and partners on one side and the 
inhabitants and culture representatives on the other side) are thoroughly analyzed in order to 
answer the research questions 4, 5 and 6 posed at the beginning of this research. 

 
5.1 Stakeholders’ internal perspective   

 
The internal perspective is based on the combination of interviews and surveys with the founders 
and other parties involved in the city marketing of Amsterdam, such as Amsterdam Partners, 
Topsport Amsterdam, Economic Affairs Amsterdam, Center of Architecture Amsterdam (ARCAM), 
Inbusiness, Kenniskring and The Amsterdam Tourism & Convention Board (ATCB). For additional 
information official documents on the city marketing of Amsterdam have been used. The different 
focuses and diversity of their activities is why they were chosen to represent the supply side in this 
research. 
 
Looking at the stakeholders described above, they all have different objectives and focuses, but they 
are working towards the same goal: promoting Amsterdam internationally. When working towards a 
common goal, the message being communicated should be clear with all stakeholders representing 
it. Among others, this was one of the questions posed to all the stakeholders cooperation in the 
interviews during this dissertation research (5.2.1). In addition, representatives of these companies 
filled out the survey as well, from which the results will be shown in 5.2.2.  

5.1.1 Brand personality assessment  

 
Communication of brand personality 
One of the first questions posed to the interviewees was what type of brand personality they want to  
communicate in regards to the city of Amsterdam from their perspective. 
 

 Topsport Amsterdam 
An international sports and events city; athletic, professional, outdoorsy, exciting. 

 Economic Affairs 
Multiple personality; creative commercial spirit, tolerant towards people (homosexuals for 
example), international, business/professional.  

 Center for Architecture 
Creative, historic, cultural, divers, fashionable, tolerant, intelligent. 

 Inbusiness 
International character; attracting companies from abroad, not nationally focused. 
Professional, knowledgeable, successful, creative, exciting, innovative and commercial spirit.  

 Kenniskring 
Creativity, open culture(cultural), tolerant, informal, multicultural, outdoorsy (promoting the 
large amounts of water) 

 
Communication of brand image 
 

 Topsport Amsterdam 
An international sports and events city. 

 Economic Affairs 
City of business 

 Center for Architecture 
City of architecture 

 Inbusiness 
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City of business 
 Kenniskring 

City of business/city of knowledge 
 
Future plans for communicating brand personality 
 

 Topsport Amsterdam 
Loading the brand with a bigger business personality, involving the private sector more to 
sports and promoting more sports events in Amsterdam to attract more visitors. 

 Economic Affairs 
Loading the brand with a stronger personality in terms of business establishment and the 
professional working life, instead of promoting the brand as a social, tolerant, lively 
personality. 

 Center for Architecture 
Trying to load the brand with a more creative personality, show the world how divers 
Amsterdam is in its sights and buildings. The city attract too many party visitors instead of 
culturally interested ones, we want to show them the out of the ordinary.  

 Inbusiness 
Loading the brand with more business personality, the city marketing is too much aimed at 
tourists at the moment. 

 Kenniskring 
Getting Amsterdam back in the top three of European cities and creating more synergy and 
homogeneity in regards to cooperation between organizations. 

 
All the above personality traits will be summarized in the following table in order to have an 
overview of the intended personality on bases of the interviews:  
 
Table 4: Overview personality traits 

 Topsport Economic 
Affairs 

Center for 
Architecture 

Inbusiness Kenniskring 

Communicated 
brand 
personality 

-Athletic 
-Professional 
-Outdoorsy 
-Exciting 

-Creative  
-Commercial 
spirit  
-Tolerant 
-International 
-Professional 

-Creative,  
-Historic  
-Cultural 
-Divers  
-Fashionable 
-Tolerant 
-intelligent 

-Professional 
-Intelligent 
-Successful 
-Creative 
-Exciting 
-Innovative  
-Commercial 
spirit 

-Creative  
-Multicultural 
-Tolerant  
-Informal 
-Outdoorsy 

Communicated 
brand image 

City of events Business city City of 
architecture 

City of 
business 

City of 
business/city 
of knowledge 

Future plans 
for 
strengthening 
brand 
personality 

Business 
personality 

Business and 
professional 
personality 

Creative and 
divers 
 personality 

Business 
Personality 

Synergetic 
and 
homogeneous 
Personality 
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5.2 Surveys  

 
Next to the interviews, the respondents representing the companies were also asked to fill out the 
survey -which is tested on the inhabitants as well- in order to analyze the comparison between the 
intended and perceived brand personality. The represented companies are described in the 
methodology.  

5.2.1 Word associations  

 
The representatives were asked to name the first word that would come to their mind when thinking 
of Amsterdam. The results show that I Amsterdam –the brand slogan of the city marketing- rated 
highest (50%), other words are similar to what Amsterdam is trying to promote: a home for people to 
live in, an exciting environment, canals, small city to feel safe in and I Amsterdam for people to 
connect with. 

5.2.2 Personality traits 

 
Secondly, the representatives were asked to visualize Amsterdam as a person and describe this 
person in five personality traits. The most chosen traits seem to connect with former mentioned 
communication expressions in the city marketin description, such as culture oriented (multicultural), 
open minded, diverse. The creativity is acknowledged by two companies, however the other most 
intended expressions such as innovative and spirit of commerce is only mentioned by one company; 
Amsterdam Partners. Analysis shows that not all the key values are commonly known with the 
partnerships, there is not a clear homogenity in the expressions they all point out, while this should 
be the case.  
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Figure 8. Internal personality traits of Amsterdam 

  

5.2.3 Effectiveness brand and city marketing 

 

The representatives were asked whether they would think of the brand ‘I Amsterdam’ with the city 
marketing behind it is effective in their eyes and if it would bring out the personality of Amsterdam. 
All of the respondents agreed upon the fact that the brand is effective when it comes to getting 
attention of tourists, the letters on Museumplein are definitely a favorite. They also agree that it 
brings out the personality of Amsterdam, as it shows the diversity of what the city has to offer. They 
surprisingly almost all note that the city marketing does not speak to the inhabitants, that the brand 
is very focused on tourists an not so much representing the residents. While the brand should be 
representing the residents at most, as they are the profile of the city. Two representatives state that 
the visibility of the brand is too fragmented, the exposion of the brand is not supported enough by 
city administration and it should be more in the kernel of entrepreneurs and politicians. In addition it 
should structurally be carried through and the brand should be loaded more with the focus on 
business, consumer and inhabitant.  

5.2.4 Suggestions city marketing 

 

As city marketing is never entirely successful, suggestions for improvement can always be useful as 
focus points change over time. Representatives were asked to formulate advice on the current city 
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marketing, based on their critiques in the former question. Results show that several aspects could 
still be improved. 
 

“The environment could be cleaner in terms of stricter rules for litter. Create a green carpet 

for connecting parks in the city and a pink carpet for creating the Gay capital.“ 

“Load the brand more with a business personality and load ‘I Amsterdam’ more, give it meaning.” 

“Introduce the brand much broader, not only with international events, but also on a national level.” 

“Pay more attention to the boroughs outside the center of the city.” 

“Expose the brand more, it should be more in the ‘kernel’ of the entrepreneurs and politicians.” 

 

5.2.5 City dimensions 

 

Earlier in this research the sixteen dimensions of ‘the spiderweb’ were mentioned in the context of 
the city marketing. The city marketing initiators suggested to benefit from the existing dimensions 
which are already strong, such as cultural city (artistic city & night life), city of canals and meeting 
place. The new focus in 2004 was to strengthen business city, city of knowledge, and residential city. 
The representatives of the brand partners were asked to rate the city of Amsterdam according to one 
dimension. The representatives chose ‘meeting place’ and ‘people’ as the dimensions most 
describing Amsterdam as a city. ‘City of knowledge’ and ‘compact city’ were chosen second. The 
other dimensions were left out because these were not chosen by the respondents. 

Figure 9: City dimensions Amsterdam 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

These results show that the representatives of the companies interviewed do not share the common 
city dimensions set by the city of Amsterdam. In order to attract visitors (business and consumer) it is 
important to communicate a common personality and vision towards them. The dimension ‘meeting 
place’ already was strong and remains strong looking at these results. ‘Compact city’ and ‘people’ are 
however not the dimensions on which the focus should be. ‘City of knowledge’ is present, but this is  
apparently not communicated enough towards the partners representing and loading the brand. 
Homogeneity between partners is important in order to set the right scope for a destination. 

5.2.6 Brand personality scale 

In both surveys (internal and external) the Brand Personality Scale (BPS) of Aaker (1997) was used in 
order to be able to compare the personality traits of both parties. The BPS consists of 41 personality 
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traits which can be rated on a scale from one (‘totally not descriptive’) to five (‘extremely 
descriptive’), dependent from the applicability of the traits to Amsterdam as a destination. Research 
has suggested that the BPS can be applied to destinations -as it was originally intended for brands- 
however no research has yet proven the applicability of the traits to a destination. This research is 
among other reasons being executed in order to come to the conclusion whether a gap exists 
between the intended brand personality and the perceived brand personality of Amsterdam and to 
test whether the traits are indeed applicable to the destination. Therefore representatives being 
questioned also had the option to rate a certain trait as ‘unclear’ whenever they did not understand 
the trait or found it inapplicable to a destination on the whole. 

In the next table the results will be shown by factor analysis; the mean is the average of the ranking 
from 1-5. (1= extremely not descriptive, 2=not descriptive, 3=neutral, 4=descriptive, 5=extremely 
descriptive) The higher the number of the trait, the more descriptive it is encountered by the 
representatives for the destination.  

As mentioned earlier in the internal perspective, the key values ‘commercialism’, ‘creativity’, 
‘innovation’ and ‘excellence’ are focus points for the city marketing. The representatives of the 
companies interviewed and questioned rated the traits of the BPS from 1 to 5, from a company 
perspective. The traits found most descriptive for Amsterdam from their point of view are quite 
similar to the key values of the city marketing. The traits assigned to the key values, as mentioned in 
the previous chapter are original, daring, unique, intelligent, hard working, successful, contemporary 
and upper class. This summarizes the message that Amsterdam wants to communicate towards 
visitors. In order to analyze whether these traits are conform to the traits ranked as most descriptive 
by the representatives, a top ten out of the 41 traits is shown below, the full ranking can be seen in 
appendix seven. 

Table 5. Personality traits BPS 

Personality traits Brand Personality Scale 

 N Mean 

Unique 7 4.29 

Charming 7 4.14 

Confident 7 4.14 

Original 7 4.14 

Real 7 4.14 

Intelligent 7 4.00 

Cool 7 4.00 

Exciting 7 4.00 

Western 7 3.86 

Good looking 7 3.86 

 
The traits show a certain image, unique, real and original on one side and intelligent and confident on 
the other. From analysis of the interviews, this is also what Amsterdam would like to represent; the 
city has a rough edge which they are proud of, while at the same time Amsterdam wants to 
communicate their business image internationally. It seems to be working, as Amsterdam is in the 
top ten of the international cities of events and congresses4. The personality trait ‘successful’ is rated 
on the eleventh place in the table above. Traits rated as not descriptive for Amsterdam were 

                                                           
4
 http://www.amsterdamtourist.nl 
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masculine, technical, glamorous, rugged, family-oriented, smooth, contemporary, secure, 
wholesome and sentimental. 

5.3 Visual template 

 

After the analysis of the personal characteristics in terms of personality traits, an image of the person 
being communicated by the stakeholders on the supply side can be sketched. However, research 
suggests that visuals are sometimes more adequate in processing thoughts or ideas, instead of 
words. Examples are visualizing famous people in branding ads in order for potential consumers to 
connect with them. For this reason an additional research based only on visuals was conducted 
among 200 residents, in order to find out which person (obviously based on their looks but moreover 
based on the personality/background/status that is connected to that person) they would link to the 
city of Amsterdam, someone that could represent the city in norms and values.  

5.3.1 Amsterdam partners  

 
During the communication with Amsterdam Partners it became clear that they were not able to 
choose a certain type of person which could represent the city marketing, and who would therefore 
be the suited personality to match to the city, because the city marketing focuses on many different 
types of people. However, from secondary sources, key values can be deducted in regards to the 
personality they want to communicate, which are creativity, innovation, commercialism and 
excellence.  

5.3.2 Personality of Amsterdam 

 
At the beginning of February 2004 an interview was conducted with Carolien Gehrels (Alderperson), 
who was asked for a description of Amsterdam and its strengths and weaknesses. Answers to these 
questions were that Amsterdam is a city of creativity, culture, freedom, commercialism and 
knowledge. This is well in line with the mentioned key values that are communicated through the city 
marketing, mentioned before: creativity, innovation and commercialism. 
 
By mentioning these key values, Carolien Gehrels points out that Rembrandt van Rijn would have 
been the perfect icon to represent Amsterdam; he was creative and a merchant. Rembrandt van Rijn 
also is used many times in historical information on Amsterdam, as a person typifying the city.  
Keeping these expressions in mind, the external perspective will be analyzed in the next paragraph, 
where the visuals of well known people living/having lived in Amsterdam are tested on 200 
inhabitants. 
 
Table 6. Data of Rembrandt van Rijn 

 

Data 

Period of life: 1606-1669 

Place of birth: Leiden, Netherlands 

Profession: Artistic painter 

Genres: Portraits & history  

Figure 10: Rembrandt van Rijn  
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5.4 External perspective  

 
In order to compare the intended brand personality with the perceived personality, surveys have 
been conducted with inhabitants and culture representatives. 154 respondents were asked to give 
their opinion on the personality of Amsterdam through writing down their word associations with 
the city and by rating 42 personality traits on the Brand Personality Scale, originated by Aaker (1997). 
The residents are an important party, because they represent the city more than any other 
stakeholder involved.  

5.4.1 Word associations 

 
The respondents were asked to write down the first word that would come to their mind when 
thinking of Amsterdam. The results are shown below: 
 
Figure 11: Word associations  

 
 
Results show that home, freedom, sociable and canals score high with the respondents. Word 
associations not taken into account in this graph all had a score of one respondent. these were: 
Amstel river, bad, big village, bikes, construction site, colorful, crooked, different, exciting, fashion, 
flexibility, fun, jex, Jordaan, love, monumental, Museumplein, museums, open minded, relaxed, 
small, the dam, tolerant, Vondelpark and wayward.  

5.4.2 Personality traits  

 
In order to collect a more detailed vision on how the respondents would describe Amsterdam, they 
were asked to visualize Amsterdam as a person, and in addition describe the personal characteristics 
of this person in five key words from their own creation. Taking into account that 154 respondents 
mentioned five characteristics each, only the words with a rating over five respondents (31) were 
processed. The full rating can be seen in appendix three. Results are shown in figure twelve on the 
next page. From the graph can be read that personality traits such as sociable, free and open minded 
have the highest score by far. Personality traits such as youthful, homely and organized were 
mentioned less often, however they are still described as typifying for Amsterdam. Several 
respondents named negative associations as well, which were not taken into account, considering 
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the fact that these personality traits will function as promotional means in the end, which can be 
solely positive. These personality traits can be seen as supplements or even substitutes for 
personality traits in the Brand Personality Scale (BPS) of Aaker (1997), taken the fact that the scale 
was originated for brands in general and that traits in this study are fit for destinations. Studies have 
suggested that the BPS can also be applicable to destinations, however it was said that further 
research is desired for a better understanding and applicability of the model. Considering that the 
personality traits from this research are focused on Amsterdam, and thus can create a rather biased 
personality, the traits are analyzed in order to see which traits are uniform and thus can be applied 
to global destinations. Choices are based on the diversity of the traits and segments they fall into. For 
this reason, traits in the appendix will also be looked at. Because even though they were not most 
typifying for Amsterdam, they can be for other destinations. The most appeared traits can be seen in 
the following graph:  
 
Figure 12: Personality traits of Amsterdam
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5.4.3 Effectiveness brand and city marketing  

 
In addition, a more general open question was posed; what the respondents thoughts were on the 
city marketing of Amsterdam, whether it brings out the true personality of the city. The options given 
below in the pie-chart comprise the answers given in the survey.  
 
Figure 13. Effectiveness city marketing  

 
 
Most inhabitants find the city marketing a considerably nice idea for tourists in particular (22%), but 
as a resident the city marketing leaves more to their imagination. Quite some respondents are not 
familiar with the contents of the city marketing (12%), and have only seen the letters of the ‘I 
Amsterdam’ brand, the communication expressions are not made very clear. Therefore the 
personality of the brand is not communicated enough and could be unclear towards target groups. A 
rather big group (14%) thinks the city marketing does not work effective (14%) or is commercial 
nonsense (9%), which in total more than the respondents that think the city marketing works very 
effectively (19%). The city marketing only makes a few respondents feel proud of their city (3%).  

5.4.4 Improvements city marketing 

 
Inhabitants see the city from a different perspective than the brand founders would like it to be. 
They were asked whether they could think of improvements for the city marketing in order to 
optimize the brand personality of Amsterdam. The following statements summarize the most shared 
opinions: 
 

 
 “Load the brand with more content, keep the key values and give them meaning.” 

“More integration with activities, cultural aspects and locations.” 
“Show the diversity of cultures in the city marketing.” 

“More promotion for the cultural aspects in the city and open up the museums to promote art.“ 
“Show the diversity and different areas of the city, promote the real Amsterdam.” 

“Communicate the characteristics of the actual city; free and obstinate! Emphasize reality and 
commercialize less.” 

“Accentuate the beautiful architecture and promote the ‘old’ Amsterdam (historic sites).” 
“Include ‘Amsterdammers’ in the city marketing.” 

“Focus on the international aspects, promote the Zuidas for business and knowledge.” 
 “More clarification, interaction and visualization!” 
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5.4.5 City dimensions  

 
The inhabitants in this survey were asked which dimension would currently typify Amsterdam most 
as a city. As shown in the table below, ‘livable city’ scores highest, followed by ‘sex, drugs, rock&roll’ 
and ‘city of canals’. ‘Business city’ and ‘city of knowledge’ are not  visible in the table, as they were 
left unrated by respondents, even though this was the intention of the city marketing. ‘Residential 
city’ however, scores on an average level. ‘Artistic city’ and ‘night life city’ were already proven as 
strong. These results show that the intended dimensions stated in the city marketing are not fully 
reflected by the residents of Amsterdam after six years of city marketing. 
 
The results have been analyzed per focus group as well in order to represent a more detailed 
perspective on the dimensions of the city. The focus groups are labeled as: students, market vendors 
& taxi drivers, young professionals, mid-aged/elder professionals and retired residents. The full 
results can be viewed in appendix five.  
 
The results of the students show a high resemblance with the dimension ‘liveable city’ (23%) and  
‘city of events’ (15,4%). Surprisingly the dimensions ‘night life’ and ‘sex, drugs and rock&roll’ score 
the lowest with both 3,8%. Market vendors and taxi drivers rate the dimension ‘night life’ as highest 
with 27,3%. On the second place they think of Amsterdam as their ‘residential city’ with 18,2% and 
the city of ‘sex, drugs and rock&roll’ with 18,2%. Foreigners are the people that moved from a 
different nation to Amsterdam, which praises them with the option to relativize. They think of 
Amsterdam mostly as a ‘liveable city’ (37,5%), secondly as the city of ‘sex, drug and rock&roll’ 
(16,7%) and also as the city of canals (12,5%). Young professionals think that Amsterdam is most 
typified by its canals, with 20,7%. Both the dimensions ‘artistic city’ and ‘liveable city’ are rated 
second and third with 13,8%. Mid-late aged professionals think more traditional with Amsterdam as 
the ‘city of canals’ on the top (19,1%), secondly as the city of ‘sex, drugs and rock&roll’ (17%) and 
also the city as their ‘capital’ with 10,6%. The residents that are retired see the city mostly as a 
‘residential city’ with 17,6%. Secondly as an ‘artistic city’ and a ‘nightlife city’, both with 17,6% as 
well. 
 
Figure 14: City dimensions 
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5.4.6 Brand personality scale  

 
The inhabitants were also asked to rate the personality traits of the Brand Personality Scale (BPS) by 
Aaker (1997) according to the personality of Amsterdam. The full results processed through SPSS can 
be found in appendix five, for a more detailed overview based on the sub groups. The ranking is 
taken from the mean (1-5), therefore the numbers between 2 (not descriptive) and 4 (descriptive) 
are mostly represented  in the results. According to the ranking of the personality traits of the BPS, a 
comparison can be established between the internal perspective (the brand founders and partners) 
and the external perspective (the inhabitants and culture representatives of the city) in regards to 
the personality of Amsterdam and how both parties perceive this. 

5.4.6.1 Students  

 

The subgroup students was very explicit in their choice of personality traits, as they rated ten traits 
above 4 (descriptive). They place good looking, trendy, up-to-date, unique, original, exciting, 
cheerful, corporate, daring, and charming as more than descriptive. Family oriented and small town 
is seen as not descriptive for Amsterdam. Four traits were chosen to resemble the personality that 
the city marketing wants to communicate (commercialism, innovation, creativity & excellence). The 
traits chosen in the BPS are original,  successful, intelligent and hard working in order to compare 
how these traits were rated by the several subgroups. Students rate original as more than 
descriptive, successful as average and intelligent and hard working as low average. This means that 
the dimension ‘excitement’ receives most traits by the students. 
 

Sincerity II 

Excitement IIIII 

Competence II 

Sophistication II 

Ruggedness - 

  

5.4.6.2 Market vendors & taxi drivers  

 
This subgroup describes Amsterdam with the traits confident, unique and daring as being more than 
descriptive. Other high rated traits are wholesome, real, up-to-date, corporate, original, sentimental 
and good looking. The traits, smooth, spirited, family-oriented, down-to-earth, outdoorsy and small-
town are rated as not descriptive. The four traits similar to the city marketing were not rated as high 
by this sub group. Original is seen as highly average, hard working, intelligent and successful are seen 
as average and low average. This means that the dimension ‘sincerity’ receives the most traits by this 
subgroup. 
 

Sincerity IIII 

Excitement III 

Competence II 

Sophistication I 

Ruggedness - 

 

5.4.6.3 Foreigners 

 
Foreigners came to the conclusion that the traits unique and good looking are more than descriptive 
for Amsterdam. Other high ranked traits in the top ten in descending order are intelligent, successful, 
charming, exciting, corporate, up-to-date, daring and down-to-earth. Small town, rugged and smooth 
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are rated as not descriptive. The traits resembling the city marketing were rated on a high scale. 
Intelligent and successful are rated on the third and fourth place as highly average, original is also 
rated a few places below that as highly average and hard working has a lower average. The 
dimension excitement shows the highest resemblance. 
 

Sincerity I 

Excitement IIII 

Competence III 

Sophistication II 

Ruggedness - 

5.4.6.4 Young professionals   

 
The young professionals have a more than descriptive ranking on eleven traits, from which the top 
ten are: unique, original, trendy, daring, exciting, successful, western, confident, imaginative and 
cool. Traits ranked as not descriptive are honest, reliable, family-oriented and small town. The traits 
original and successful were rated as more than descriptive by the young professionals. Intelligent 
was seen as average and hard working as low average. The dimension excitement receives the 
highest ranking again. 
 

Sincerity I 

Excitement IIIIII 

Competence II 

Sophistication - 

Ruggedness I 

5.4.6.5 Mid-late aged professionals  

 

The traits unique, good looking, original and cheerful are rated as more than descriptive. Other traits 
with high resemblance are real, charming, up-to-date, confident, wholesome and exciting.  Traits 
such as tough, rugged, family oriented and small town are rated as not descriptive for Amsterdam. 
The four traits resembling the city marketing are all rated above average. Original as most descriptive 
on the third place, successful, intelligent and hardworking all above average. Results show that 
sincerity receives the highest ranking from personality traits. 
 

Sincerity IIII 

Excitement III 

Competence I 

Sophistication II 

Ruggedness - 

5.4.6.6 Retired  

 
The subgroup of retired residents indicated no traits with a higher rank than average. The highest 
average ranked traits are indicated as outdoorsy, unique, good looking, young, cheerful, trendy, up-
to-date, masculine, spirited and charming. They ranked however eleven traits as not descriptive: 
hardworking, friendly, corporate, leader, cool, smooth, secure, contemporary, glamorous, small town 
and upper class. Traits resembling the city marketing were all rated on a low average. 
This means that the dimension excitement again receives most resemblance with Amsterdam. 
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Sincerity I 

Excitement IIIII 

Competence - 

Sophistication II 

Ruggedness II 

5.4.7 Resemblances  

 

Looking at the personality traits above it can be stated that out of all subgroups, students, young 
professionals and mid-late aged professionals think of Amsterdam as an original city. Market vendors 
think of Amsterdam as a more confident, daring and real destination, which is closely related to the 
outcomes of the visual template of André Hazes. Remarkable is the fact that the trait ‘unique’ has a 
high ranking with all of the subgroups, it is rated in the top four with all groups, and mostly on the 
first or second place, thus uniqueness is something that definitely characterizes Amsterdam in their 
eyes. The trait ‘exciting’ is another aspect which is very popular amongst many subgroups, which is 
also in line with the high ranked dimension ‘excitement’, as explained above. Other resemblances are 
shown between students and young professionals, which is not surprising when looking at their 
stages in life. They give more meaning to the traits of Amsterdam as trendy, good looking, charming 
and cool. This could be dedicated to their fields of interest, however the trait good looking is also a 
high ranked trait within all subgroups. It is placed on the first, second, third and eleventh and twelfth 
place. This trait could be linked to the people living in Amsterdam as well as the city itself. 
 
Aspects not resembling Amsterdam in almost all subgroups were the traits ‘family oriented’, ‘small 
town’, ‘rugged’ and ‘smooth’. Surprisingly the trait ‘hard working’ is hardly ever ranked as descriptive 
for Amsterdam. Mostly it is ranked as neutral or not descriptive, while this is a large part of the image 
that Amsterdam Partners wants to communicate. It is the same story with that trait ‘leader’, it 
ranked highest among the young professionals, market vendors and taxi drivers, but still neutral. 
Other subgroups rank it as neutral as well, or not descriptive for Amsterdam, while Amsterdam 
Partners want the city to be the leader of business establishments and living.  
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5.5 Visual template 

 
As explained earlier in the internal perspective, an additional research based on visuals was executed 
in order to detect the personality linked to the city destination Amsterdam, based on looks, but 
moreover based on the personality linked to that person. The research was conducted among 200 
inhabitants of Amsterdam, they had to choose from 40 famous/well known people who either live or 
have lived in Amsterdam. The results of the full rating and the sample of the visuals can be viewed in 
appendix six.  
 
The results show a rather clear perspective of the inhabitants of Amsterdam, as one person received 
the greater part of the votes. Considering the fact that Rembrandt van Rijn would be an example of 
the key values for Amsterdam (a merchant and creative), according to the alderperson Carolien 
Gehrels, inhabitants have their own view of the person to represent the city: 
 
Table 7. Data André Hazes 

 
 
André Hazes received a ranking of almost 50 respondents who chose him as the icon to represent 
Amsterdam, this is by far the highest score compared to the second person with the highest ranking: 
Matthijs van Nieuwkerk with 18 votes.  
 
André Hazes lived from 1951-2004, he was one of the biggest Dutch folk singers in the Netherlands. 
His fame derived from the songs he performed in the bars and pubs of Amsterdam where he grew up 
and attracted many fans, this later extended to bigger shows and performances in professional 
concert buildings. He mostly used the daily life and drama of his personal life to translate into his 
songs and performances, which is why so many people felt drawn to him. He used melodies which 
were easy to remember and words that everyone could sing along with. André Hazes came from a 
rather poor family and was known as a sober, sincere and sociable man. He had problems like any 
other could have, was often under the influence of alcohol, but lived his life to the fullest.5  
 

 
The personality chosen secondly is Matthijs van Nieuwkerk, a Dutch qualified journalist and 
television host, with 18 votes. His personality would rather fit the intended personality that 
Amsterdam Partners is trying to communicate, as he is an intelligent, commercial spirited, and 
creative person. However the ranking in comparison with André Hazes is of such significant 
difference, that it cannot be assumed for him to represent Amsterdam in this research. 

                                                           
5
 http://www.janvis.nl/artiest/andre-hazes-53/ 

Data 

Name: André Hazes 

Date of birth: June 30th 1951 

Place of birth: Amsterdam 

Time of death: September 23rd, 2004 

Active years: 1959, 1976-1977, 1979-2004 

Professions: Folksinger, bartender 

Genres: Life songs, Dutch pop 

Luck is different for everyone. But it’s indispensable. I’m an emotional dick. It all comes straight 

from the heart. It leaves me no choice. You see, I’m just an ordinary folk boy. Always was and 

always have been.” (André Hazes) 
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6.1 Conclusions  

 
Now that the research questions have been answered throughout the report and results have been 
analyzed, conclusions can be drawn from the research findings and recommendations can be 
formulated based on this. This chapter will emphasize the main outcomes, and in addition answer 
the main research question;  
 
“How is the current brand personality in the city marketing of Amsterdam being implemented from a 
supplier perspective, and is this in line with the personality perceived by culture representatives and 
inhabitants of this city destination?” 
 
The sub research questions have been answered according to the information analyzed from the 
research findings. The conclusions drawn from the research questions based on field research are 
formulated below, in order to detect an existing or non existing gap between the intended brand 
personality and the perceived brand personality. 
 

 What brand personality is carried out by Amsterdam Partners and brand representatives?  

Brand Personality Scale 
From the description of the city marketing it can be concluded that Amsterdam is taking on different 
personalities instead of just one personality. As it is a divers destination, the brand founders see this 
as unique selling points, by reducing this to one focus point the city would have less potential. The 
intention is to combine the old and the new aspects of Amsterdam. These dimensions in combination 
with the key values the city wants to communicate such as innovation, commercialism, creativity and 
excellence, one could conclude that Amsterdam is trying to create a more intellectual personality, 
especially when looking at the target groups they want to reach. 
 
The company representatives indicated a rather similar vision of what was found from secondary 
research, that is to say unique, charming, confident, original, real, intelligent, cool, exciting, western, 
good looking and successful as high ranked personality traits. These traits are assigned to the five 
dimensions, from which ‘excitement’ and ‘competence’ have the highest rankings on the traits of the 
internal perspective. This is conform to the key values set as in the city marketing. 
 
Visual template 
“A picture sais more than a thousand words.” This is exactly why the additional research in regards to 
the visual template was chosen. While communicating a certain personality, one might wonder what 
face could be connected to it. From secondary research it can be concluded that the city of 
Amsterdam intends to communicate a person which background relates to the intended key values 
and characteristics of the city marketing. Rembrandt is a frequently mentioned person when it 
comes to the history of the city of Amsterdam and what the city stands for. Rembrandt was creative 
as he painted the most famous portraits and historic pictures, and at the same time he was a 
merchant. This is also the image that Amsterdam is striving for according to their key values and city 
dimensions. 
 
City dimensions 
During the research it became clear that representatives of the companies loading the brand and city 
marketing were all conform in communicating this professional/business/knowledge image towards 
visitors. The dimensions that Amsterdam wants to benefit from are cultural city, city of canals and 
meeting place. The dimensions with the new focus are business city, knowledge city and residential 
city. However when they were asked what dimensions they would assign to Amsterdam as a 
destination the dimensions meeting place and people were rated highest and a smaller part choose 
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compact city and city of knowledge. This shows that the multidimensionality of the city could create 
confusion among partners communicating the brand. 
 
Conformity between brand partners 
Through primary and secondary research it became clear that the key values of the city marketing 
are a follow up on the dimensions Amsterdam would like to communicate, which are creativity, 
innovation, spirit of commerce and excellence. Hence these key values can be translated in the 
personality traits of creative, innovative, commercial and excellent. The Brand Personality Scale 
contains several personality traits similar to these mentioned above, such as original, unique, 
intelligent, hard working and successful. 
 
The open personality traits pointed out by the company representatives (internal perspective) 
loading the brand however, were not conform to all partners. Only Amsterdam Partners indicated 
the personality traits innovative and spirit of commerce. Other partners point out they are more 
culture oriented, cozy, excited and open minded. It can be concluded that either the key values have 
not been reached after six years of city marketing, which means that the company representatives 
do not see the city in these settings.  
 

 How is brand personality perceived by inhabitants and culture representatives in 
Amsterdam?  

Brand Personality Scale 
Inhabitants show many differences from the intended personality. On a whole it can be concluded 
that the dimension ‘excitement’ represents most of the high rated traits. The top ten consists of 
unique, good looking, original, up-to-date, cheerful, daring, confident, charming, exciting and trendy. 
Therefore one could conclude that Amsterdam is seen as an exciting city by most of the inhabitants. 
 
Looking at the subgroups, some differences were encountered. Students score very high on the 
dimension ‘excitement’ and score equal on all the other dimensions. Market vendors and taxi drivers 
score high on the dimension ‘sincerity’, which indicates that they see the city as real and genuine. 
Foreigners score high on the dimension ‘excitement’ and ‘competence’, which is conform to the 
intended personality. Young professionals rate ‘excitement’ as very high as well and ‘competence’ as 
a second dimension. The mid-late aged professionals score highest on ‘sincerity’ and subsequently on 
‘excitement’. The retired residents only score high on the dimension ‘excitement’ and low on all the 
other dimensions. 
 
It can be concluded that foreigners and mid-late aged professionals show the most similarity with the 
intended brand personality by the brand founders. The other three groups show little resemblance. 
The dimension ‘excitement’ seems to be very descriptive for Amsterdam as a city. Considering the 
fact that the city marketing aims at new and young target groups, they should first consider the 
values of the all groups. As the City of Amsterdam mentions: “Residents and business people usually 
select Amsterdam because it has much to offer. They can then show this to others, family, friends 
and acquaintances outside the city and to business partners and their clients.” (appendix two).  
 
Visual template 
From the research among 200 inhabitants about what person they would choose to connect to the 
city, they choose a different type of person; André Hazes. André Hazes was a beloved person with a 
true heart, he was sincere, honest and sociable. This points out that the inhabitants of Amsterdam 
see the city from a different perspective than the brand founders would like it to be. The people 
living in Amsterdam know what the city is about, which is in this case the down-to-earth personality. 
Amsterdam is a city of reality in their eyes, no city for softies, but for tough ones, people with a sense 
of humor, who are reliable, honest and cheerful. The fact that the city of Amsterdam wants to 
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communicate a commercial and creative personality shows that they are not communicating the 
actual personality of Amsterdam, but a rather ideal image. 
 
City dimensions 
Inhabitants rated the city dimensions differently from the internal perspective. They still see the city 
in its old values, with dimensions such as liveable city, city of canals and sex, drugs and rock&roll. As 
described by Anholt (2010), it is important to share a common vision on the view of the brand, as 
they implement the brand in such a way that the brand is not just a symbol but is alive with the 
people. It can be concluded that the desired dimensions are not represented by the residents as 
business city and city of knowledge are not even mentioned in the results, and residential city is on 
the seventh place. The subgroups resembling most of the desired dimensions would be students and 
young professionals, however this is only part of the respondents and thus incomplete.  
 

 Is there a gap between the perceived brand personality and the applied brand personality?  
 

Beauty and ugliness go hand in hand in the city of Amsterdam, the split personality is an eye catcher 
for many visitors, it is what makes the city attractive. The need for freedom lives on from day to day. 
Because of this diversity of the city, Amsterdam is not really good at one thing. The neighborhoods 
with their own identities are all strengths of the city, which makes it difficult to include all of this into 
one brand. Thus, looking at the current situation, the city marketing only represents a part of the 
community of Amsterdam, not all groups are taken into consideration, which makes it impossible to 
compromise.  
 
From an internal perspective the city marketing was mostly found as effective towards tourists. 
However critique is never out of the question, not even with the partner companies loading the 
brand. It can be concluded from their remarks that the city marketing is still too fragmented and that 
the brand is not exposed enough, an opinion which is shared by the inhabitants. The difference is 
that the company representatives want the focus to be more on the business and consumer 
(entrepreneurs and politicians) while the inhabitant wants it to represent themselves more in order 
to create a ‘real’ presentation of the brand as in showing the diversity of cultures, communicating 
freedom and obstinacy. The city of Amsterdam wants to create a better business environment in 
order for companies to establish themselves in Amsterdam to create spirit of commerce. Next to this 
they are very much focused on the creative aspect of the city, but again in relation to commercialism. 
The extraordinary thing is that ‘hard working’ is found average or not descriptive for Amsterdam by 
all respondents in this dissertation. Changing a community into something they are not is proven to 
be very difficult, especially in city marketing, this could create confusion with visitors. Therefore the 
city marketing does not entirely represent the city, as not all inhabitants agree, while they shape the 
city. Inhabitants point out that they want more clarification, interaction and visualization in the city 
marketing.  
 
Looking at the city dimensions as well, the inhabitants of Amsterdam place ‘liveable city’, ‘city of 
canals’ and ‘sex, drugs and rock&roll’ in the top three as most descriptive. These dimensions 
represent the true identity of Amsterdam, which does not involve ‘business city’, ‘city of knowledge’ 
or ‘residential city’, communicated by Amsterdam Partners. 
 
From another internal perspective, it can be concluded that the brand does not represent all of the 
inhabitants, which is a shared opinion with the inhabitants themselves. The brand represents too 
many indifferences from what the inhabitants feel or think of the city, they feel excluded as they do 
not notice the city marketing that much, it is too focused on the tourists. Also, the emphasis lies too 
much on the center of the city, inhabitants want the brand to represent other parts of the city as well 
in order to spread the tourists and to show the charm of other areas in Amsterdam. 
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From the conclusion above it can be stated that there is a gap between the intended brand 
personality and the perceived brand personality. There is a need for homogeneity in the brand 
communications. It should be stated that the city of Amsterdam is also trying to maintain the true 
values of Amsterdam, such as the canals, the culture and the diversity, however the new focus is 
aimed only at commercialism, innovation and creativity. In order to strive for this personality, 
communication with all stakeholders should be conform, especially with the inhabitants. The current 
situation indicates that the new focus only represents a part of the community, which are the 
professional workers and the foreigners. Other subgroups are not taken into consideration. 
Especially the new focus of the ATCB in promoting other areas outside of the city center and the 
interaction with locals shows no conformity with the focus of Amsterdam Partners, which could 
affect building the brand, as goals are most affectively reached through cooperation between 
stakeholders. 
 
In this scenario, the perceptions on Amsterdam’s personality do not correspond. The current brand 
personality will have to be adapted according to the community’s perception,  assets and values. This 
will be further clarified in the recommendations.  
 
Inconsistent perspectives 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

6.2 Recommendations  

 
Based on the conclusions drawn from the research in this dissertation, several aspects stand out with 
potential for improvement, considering the brand personality of the Amsterdam city marketing. As 
identified by the analysis described above, inconsistencies exist between the intended destination 
brand personality and the perceived destination brand personality. In this subchapter, 
recommendations will be suggested in order to overcome these inconsistencies and in addition link 
the perceived brand personality to the intended destination brand. The sub research question is 
formulated as follows: 
 

 What are possibilities to link the perceived brand personality to the destination brand? 

The recommendations are based on the outcomes of the research. Next to the existing gap between 
the perceived and intended brand personality, the research outcomes generated several other 
aspects as well. In order to take all outcomes into consideration, the recommendations will be based 
on four types: 
 

 Brand personality gap of Amsterdam (what should be improved in order to match the 
perceived personality with the intended personality) 

 Brand Personality Scale adaption (an adapted framework, based on the personality 
dimensions and traits of the residents) 

 General city marketing (what should Amsterdam Partners generally improve according to the 
outcomes of this research) 

 Suggestions for further research 
 

 
Internal 

perspective
  

External 
perspective 
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6.2.1 Brand personality gap   

 

 Create conformity with all stakeholder groups 

It must be realized that a brand or city marketing process is based on the long term. Therefore it is 
important to communicate the essence of the destination clearly to all stakeholders. From research 
findings it was concluded that not all stakeholder groups show conformity in communicating the key 
values of the city marketing. In this case Amsterdam Partners should strive for more homogeneity 
among all partners loading the brand in order to create clear communication. Hence, the effort in 
communicating these values should be fully optimized. A personality of a city cannot easily be 
changed, marketing campaigns only change to communicate the brand more effectively (WTO, 
2009). Whenever the city marketing is based on the opinion of the people, no gap is possible 
between the intended and perceived brand personality, because it is based on facts. The brand is the 
connection between the core assets of the destination, therefore all stakeholders should be conform 
in creating this brand. In order to make sure all stakeholders groups are included, a working group 
can be set up, consisting of representatives of each stakeholder group (host community and other 
stakeholders) who can attend meetings with the tourism professionals and provide their input where 
needed. When this condition is not met, it will result in a less marketing impact on potential visitors 
in the end. 

 Open communication platform for residents of Amsterdam 

Since August 2006, Amsterdam is focusing on strengthening the trust between community groups 
and connecting them to the city. This is a great initiative and it should be more connected to the city 
marketing. Ideas of residents can serve as inspiration for promoting the city, after all, the people 
make the city. When residents are more included in the city marketing they will show more pride for 
their city and it will enhance communication and cooperation between them. This will have an effect 
on the outside world and in addition create a better atmosphere, which makes it more attractive for 
visitors.6 

 Include all residents in internal marketing communications 

From the conclusion it can be stated that the city marketing represents only part of the community. 
The research executed by the municipality of Amsterdam included the inhabitants, however, the new 
personality communicated by Amsterdam Partners is not the personality that the inhabitants stand 
for. When residents are suspicious of what the city marketing contains, it is more difficult to achieve 
a buy-in from them. Mostly, residents and citizens are proud of where they live, proud of their city 
and the personality it carries, they are likely to pass this on to family and friends. Whenever the city 
marketing is not conform with their communications they are less likely to be supportive towards 
tourism authorities. However, when they are included from the beginning, the personality can be 
communicated among them and it will narrow the gap between the intended and perceived 
personality. A recent trend is that visitors are looking for authenticity, enjoy time with the local 
people.7 When narrowing the gap between the actual personality perceived by the residents and the 
intended personality, the visitors will get what they expect, the true people and personality of 
Amsterdam, which will benefit the visits. 

 Execute in depth qualitative inhabitant research 

In reply to the above recommendation, conform communication can be realized through a deeper 
qualitative research among inhabitants. The research used for the current city marketing ended up in 
city dimensions, key values and finally into one slogan. The process is unclear and does not represent 

                                                           
 
7
 http://www.parool.nl/static/nmc/nmc/frameset/archief.html?text=&ED=ola 
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enough assets of the residents in order to typify the city. In order to get the actual personality of the 
city, inhabitants should be questioned more thorough. The opportunity to offer them their own input 
instead of giving them options to choose from will symbolize a more valid and authentic outcome. In 
addition, visuals can be used in order to create their complete vision.  

 Promote other areas outside the city center 

This dissertation research was based on different areas of Amsterdam in order to represent the 
diversity of the city. From analysis of these areas it is concluded that residents would prefer to 
promote other areas outside of the city center. Other areas have just as much to offer and are less 
crowded. In order to spread tourism over the city, it is necessary as well as good for the city to 
promote other areas of Amsterdam and include them in the city marketing. The Amsterdam Tourism 
and Convention Board is starting with the promotion this summer of 2010, six new areas will be 
promoted in order to show tourists other sites and monuments of the city, this should be stimulated 
and continued. Another positive effect is that visitors will get to meet more local residents, which is 
benefitting the brand personality of Amsterdam, when communicated correctly. This will show the 
diversity of the city and the diversity of the residents. It indicates another reason for the inclusion of 
residents in the city marketing. 

 Interaction and visualization with inhabitants  

Concluding from research analysis, there is almost no or little interaction with the residents in the 
city when it comes to city marketing. By including residents in the city marketing and making it more 
interactive, they are better aware of the situation and they will be able to pass on this message to 
potential visitors. With more visualization, such as exposing the brand ‘I Amsterdam’ more 
throughout the city, it could reveal the pride within the residents mind, especially when there is a 
high recognition of the city marketing nationally/internationally. Another conclusion from the 
research is that almost all residents were not aware of the content of the city marketing, it is too 
vague for people to understand. This should be made clear by means of more information on the 
website, clear and effective visual commercial signs that reflect the city’s values or use other 
informational activities.  

 More emphasis Amsterdam’s authenticity in combination with the new focus points 

Considering the fact that the inhabitants emphasized other personality traits than the brand 
founders and partners did, it would be a suggestion to take these other traits into account. Traits 
such as original, real, wholesome and unique are traits ranked high on every scale of the sub groups. 
Also when looking at the visual template, the majority of people chose André Hazes as the 
representative for Amsterdam. This means that the authenticity still fulfills a large role in the mind of 
the residents of the city. Trying to change a destination into something it is not, such as hardworking 
(according to these research findings) can be a difficult task, as the city is shaped by the people that 
live in it, and personalities cannot be changed. Thus, emphasis should be more on the authentic 
aspects that Amsterdam beholds; directing visitors to the other areas of Amsterdam is part of this 
process. Also, opening up the museums would be a step in the right direction instead of closing them 
all at the same time. 

6.2.2 Brand Personality Scale  

 
 Adaption of the Brand Personality Scale 

The Brand Personality Scale has been tested numerously on products, companies, brands and 
cultures, but the apply to tourism destinations has been rather undiscovered. Some 
researchers have attempted to do so and concluded that the BPS is indeed qualified for 
tourism destinations, however it does not directly translate, therefore it needs adaption. 
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Research of Caprara et al. (2001) suggested that brand personalities can be described using 
only a small number of dimensions. This was confirmed by the research of Hosany et al., 
while applying the BPS to destinations. As Amsterdam is a new destination for applying the 
BPS to, outcomes of these types of research have been left aside. Respondents had the 
choice to rate traits they found inapplicable to the destination as ‘not clear’. These traits 
resulted to be: western, wholesome, spirited, technical, feminine, masculine, tough, rugged 
and smooth. As this research is focused on Amsterdam, these traits should be excluded from 
the BPS in order to recommend which dimensions are most applicable to Amsterdam. The 
dimension ‘ruggedness’ contains masculine, western, rugged and tough, thus this dimension 
is also being excluded from the model. The only trait left from that dimension is outdoorsy, 
which does score above average and will therefore be left in the model. This leaves the 
dimensions ‘sincerity’, ‘excitement’, ‘competence’ and ‘sophistication. Out of these four 
dimensions, ‘sincerity’, ‘excitement’ and ‘competence’ show most resemblance with the 
destination after analyzing the outcomes of the surveys. The dimension ‘sophistication’ will 
be removed from the model, which leaves the BPS with three dimensions of high potential 
traits. Therefore, the recommendation in regards to the BPS applied to Amsterdam would be 
to apply to following framework 
 
Figure 15. Adaption BPS 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Respondents in the survey had the choice to name personality traits they thought were 
applicable to Amsterdam as a city destination, which are mentioned in appendix three. 
Additional traits named frequently could be added to the model, such as: sociable, busy, 
open minded, beautiful, creative, free, multi cultural and vibrant. However, as every city 
destination is different, it cannot be recommended to use these traits in the BPS across other 
destinations and cultures. Further research on the application of the BPS to destinations is 
highly recommended. This will be further motivated in the suggestions for further research. 

6.2.3 City marketing 

 
 Conformity in reaching the city marketing goals 

City marketing is a combination of many parties working and operating independently from their 
own fields of expertise and knowledge. Especially in Amsterdam many parties are working on the 
promotion of the city, therefore too much central guidance is not an option when it comes to the city 
marketing of Amsterdam. However, research showed that many partners of Amsterdam Partners 
were not fully aware of the key values communicated to visitors and inhabitants. It is crucial to 
communicate the common goals in city marketing among all partners. There are too many 
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independent organizations in Amsterdam marketing the city, while they should all be working 
together. The key values that Amsterdam Partners is trying to communicate should be clear with 
every party in the city promoting it, otherwise the personality could get confusion among visitors. 
The current situation aims too much towards independent goals and not so much focused on the 
same identity. The parties should join together in order to create a holistic and sustainable 
personality throughout the city. This can be improved by informing all stakeholders related to city 
marketing on the content and how they should promote the city through seminars or meetings, in 
order to strive towards the same goal. The promotion of new areas by the ATCB mentioned before 
should be a corporate goal for both Amsterdam Partners, the Amsterdam Uitburo and the Tourism 
and Convention Board in order to realize and optimize this particular goal, among others. It would 
enhance the personality of Amsterdam by focusing on authentic areas and local people. 
 

 Clarify the city marketing content 
The slogan of the city marketing is very clear in words: ‘I Amsterdam’. But almost nobody is aware of 
what the brand is actually about. Clarification is needed. The key values communicated in the 
documents of branding the city should be displayed and presented to the inhabitants and key 
stakeholders. The ‘I’ in the slogan could stand for anything, which is why it is too vague for many 
people. When these values are communicated clearly, residents can identify themselves with it and 
pass it on to visitors. 

6.2.4. Suggestions for further research  

 
 Application of Brand Personality Scale 

The research findings are applicable to one destination -Amsterdam- and can therefore not be 
generalized to other tourist populations. It is thus recommended to execute further comparative 
studies on the applicability of the Brand Personality Scale to other capital city destinations in order to 
analyze what dimension are most suited. In addition, research is needed to determine the extent to 
which these brand personality dimensions are stable across cultures and destinations. If they are not, 
studies are needed to analyze why these dimensions should be changed.  
 

 Further research of visuals and models in brand personality studies 
Brand personality is a complex and diverse matter, especially when applied to different destinations. 
The usage of visuals and models was limited in this study, it is therefore recommended to extend the 
research in Amsterdam with other frameworks and visuals different from the ones used here, 
because the visual template could have represented a bias.  
 

 Inclusion of stakeholders 
Because of external circumstances, not all stakeholders -such as Amsterdam Partners-  could be 
interviewed, therefore some information is based on secondary research instead of primary 
research. It is recommended to execute a more in-depth study of the intended brand personality of 
Amsterdam and to include more stakeholders for a clear internal perspective. 
 

 Investigate the link between brand personality and visitation  
In order to emphasize the practical side of applying brand personality to destinations, studies 
investigating the link between the application of brand personality and visitation are recommended. 
This will enhance the usage of brand personality in city marketing in the future. 
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Appendix 2 – Target groups city marketing8  
 
1. Business decision-makers of international enterprises with their head offices in the Amsterdam 
area, using it as their virtual Gateway to Europe (ABN Amro, Heineken, Hitachi, ING, KBB Vendex, 
KLM, Microsoft, Numico, Cisco, Philips, etc.). 
2. Logistics service providers: the operators who are instructed by others (often the industrial cargo 
owners) to handle storage and transport of goods within Europe. They may also process and 
assemble these loads themselves. Interesting industrial parties for the Amsterdam area are 
industries that process raw materials into semi-finished or end products – this provides extra added 
value for the area – or are searching for a location for the distribution of their end products.  
3. Creative sector: design companies in the media, content producers, designers, ICT, fashion, 
production and business service providers, usually existing mid-size and small enterprises and often 
led by young Dutch entrepreneurs. 
4. Knowledge workers: usually young creatives and scientists who feel attracted to the knowledge 
and business climate in the city and by the quality of life. It is important for Amsterdam as a creative 
location and city of knowledge that the creative people live in the city. Also that a climate of 
tolerance and openness prevails, that there are broad cultural facilities and that there are different 
sorts of meeting places. This also means that there must be good central facilities, regionally 
differentiated location environments and living possibilities. Attracting and keeping talented 
people to Amsterdam is important, because the presence of talent is a condition for many 
companies. 
5. Active city dwellers: residents attracted by the facilities and atmosphere of big-city Amsterdam 
(attracting active city dwellers and uniting them). This includes groups such as empty nesters 
(households from which the children have left and who want to return to Amsterdam), two-income 
couples, homosexual couples, young professionals and students. In the long term (about 2020) it is 
expected that there will be a decline in working people due to the aging of the population at large. 
The city and its surrounding area must therefore be able to effectively attract especially young 
people and the highly educated to take on leading roles in the Netherlands and West Europe to 
maintain and build the city further as a center of knowledge and creativity. City neighborhoods will 
compete increasingly with each other to attract and unite well educated staff. In the short term, the 
target group of households with young children who left the city is important for Amsterdam: 
attracting those who love the city and its facilities will give an impulse to life and pleasure in the city 
and reinforce the city’s reputation. 
6. International visitors: foreign tourists and congress participants who feel attracted to the facilities 
of Amsterdam and surroundings. The most important target countries are neighbors England, 
Germany and Belgium and in the second place France, Spain, Italy and Scandinavia. The long-distance 
market of the USA is also important both from tourist and business points of view. Within all these 
target countries specific groups with specific themes will be approached (e.g., a campaign in the USA 
aimed at people with a modern lifestyle interested in design). 
7. The current inhabitants of Amsterdam and surroundings as ambassadors for the city. Residents 
and business people usually select Amsterdam because it has much to offer. They can then show this 
to others, family, friends and acquaintances outside the city and to business partners and their 
clients. Those living in Amsterdam are especially enthusiastic about and loyal to its atmosphere, 
culture, multi-character nature and the fun the city brings, as well as to its diversity, entertainment, 
canals, beautiful buildings and personal freedom according to the Burgermonitor. 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                           
8 The making of the city marketing of Amsterdam, 2004 
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Appendix 3 – Additional personality traits from research 

 
Positive traits : 

 

Superior     I (1) 

Confident     II (2) 

Small town     IIIIII (6) 

Friendly     IIIIIIIIIIIIII (14) 

Cozy       IIII (4) 

Sociable      IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII (43) 

Social      IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII (20) 

Healthy      I (1) 

Tolerant     IIIIIIIIII (10) 

Reliable     IIIII (5) 

Homely      IIIIIII (7)  

Homecoming     I (1)  

Peaceful     I (1) 

Blessed      I (1) 

Casual       I (1) 

Civil       I (1) 

Atmospheric     I (1) 

Sober minded     IIII (4) 

Honest      II (2) 

Alert      I (1) 

Tidily      II (2) 

Conservative     I (1) 

Simple      I (1) 

Intimate     I (1) 

Romantic     II (2) 

Affectionate      IIIIIIII (8) 

Beautiful     IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII (25) 

Attractive     I (1) 

Unique      III (3) 

Glamorous     II (2) 

Relaxed      IIIIIIIIII (10) 

Flexible      II (2) 

Sweet      I (1) 

Hospitable     III (3) 

Organized     IIIIII (6) 

Multi-cultural     IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII (21) 

International     IIIIIIII (8) 

Open minded     IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII (29) 

Free      IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII (30) 

Liberal      I (1) 

Democratic     I (1)  
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Exciting      IIIIII (6) 

Extrovert     IIII (4) 

Risk taking     I (1) 

Youthful     IIIIIII (7) 

Uncomplicated     I (1) 

Independent     IIII (4) 

Mercantile      IIII (4) 

Outgoing     IIIIIIIIIIIIIII (15) 

Spontaneous     IIIIIIIIIII (11) 

Hectic      I (1) 

Busy      IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII (24) 

Creative     IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII (17) 

Ambitious     I (1) 

Wit (humor)     IIIIII (6) 

Vibrant      IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII (22) 

Energetic     III (3) 

Crazy      III (3) 

Schizophrenic     III (3) 

Bold       IIIIIIIIII (10) 

Obstinate      IIIIIIIIIIIIIII (15) 

Sexy      III (3) 

Old       IIIIIIIII (9) 

Culture minded     IIIIIIIIIII (11) 

Direct      III (3) 

Sporty      I (1) 

Cheerful     IIIIIIIIIII (11) 

Distinctive      III (3) 

Versatile      IIIIIIIIIIII (12) 

Artistic      IIII (4) 

Cosmopolitan     IIII (4) 

Unpredictable     II (2) 

Smart      II (2) 

Intelligent     I (1) 

Quiet      II (2) 

Direct      II (2) 

Impressive     I (1) 

Curious      I (1) 

Conciliatory      I (1)  

Proud      I (1) 

Rich      I (1) 

Striving      III (3) 

Nationalistic     I (1) 

Authentic     II (2) 

Surviving     I (1) 

Modern     IIII (4) 
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Fun      IIIIIIII (8) 

Wild      I (1) 

Daring      II (2) 

Rough       IIII (4) 

Tough       III (3) 

Chaotic      IIIIIIIIIII (11) 

Diverse      IIIIIIIIII (10) 

Outdoorsy     I (1) 

Provocative      II (2) 

Explicit      I (1) 

Hastily      III (3) 

Playful      I(1) 

Positive      I(1) 

Progressive     I(1) 

Enthusiastic     I(1) 

Bohemian     I(1) 

Sophisticated     I (1) 

Regal       I(1) 

Talkative     I(1) 

 

Negative traits: 

Boring      I(1) 

Vain      I(1) 

Shallow      I(1) 

Dangerous     I(1) 

Messy      IIIIIII (7) 

Irresponsible     I (1) 

Arrogant     IIII (4) 

Disorganized     II (2) 

Obstinate      IIII (4)  

Lonely      I (1) 

Moaning      I(1) 

Pedantic      III(3) 

Narrow minded     I(1) 

Vulgar      II (2) 

Traditional     I(1) 

Mysterious     II (2) 

Innovative     I(1) 
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Appendix 4 – Respondent data  

 
Students     Taxi drivers & market vendors 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Foreigners               Young professionals  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Mid-late aged professionals   Retired residents 
 
 
  

No. of 
respondents 

                            26 

Gender Male                   11 

 Female               15 

  

Ages 16-20                  8 

 21-25                  16 

 26-30                    2 

 31-35                    - 

 36-40                    - 

 41-45                    - 

 46-50                    - 

 >50                        - 

No. of 
respondents 

                            11 

Gender Male                   8 

 Female               3 

  

Ages 16-20                   - 

 21-25                   - 

 26-30                  2 

 31-35                  5 

 36-40                  2 

 41-45                  1 

 45-50                  1 

 >50                      - 

No. of 
respondents 

                            24 

Gender Male                   13 

 Female               11 

  

Ages 16-20                   2 

 21-25                   4 

 26-30                  7 

 31-35                  7 

 36-40                  2 

 41-45                  1 

 45-50                  1 

 >50                      - 

No. of 
respondents 

                            29 

Gender Male                   17 

 Female               12 

  

Ages 16-20                   2 

 21-25                   9 

 26-30                  18 

 31-35                  - 

 36-40                  - 

 41-45                  - 

 45-50                  - 

 >50                      - 

No. of 
respondents 

                            47 

Gender Male                   17 

 Female               12 

  

Ages 16-20                   - 

 21-25                   - 

 26-30                   - 

 31-35                  19 

 36-40                  16 

 41-45                    8 

 45-50                    4 

 >50                      - 

No. of 
respondents 

                            17 

Gender Male                   11 

 Female                

  

Ages 16-20                   - 

 21-25                   - 

 26-30                  - 

 31-35                  - 

 36-40                  - 

 41-45                  - 

 45-50                  - 

 >50                      
17 
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Appendix 5 – External City dimensions 
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Appendix 6 – The visual template results by inhabitants 

 

0 10 20 30 40 50

André Hazes

Matthijs van Nieuwkerk

Simon Vinkenoog

Carice van Houten

Anne Frank

Danny de Munk

Ed van Thijn

John Kraaijkamp

Rene Froger

Fatima Elatik

Nelly Frijda

Remco Campert

Jorgen Raymann

Femke Halsema

Kim van Kooten

Froukje de Both

Nicolette van Dam

Hedy D'ancona

Frits Barend

Winston Gerschtanowitz

Sacha de Boer

Willeke Alberti

Frans Molenaar

Jeroen Krabbé

Patrick Kluivert

Tatum Dagelet

Lucia Rijker

Adelheid Roosen

Hadassah de Boer

Thijs Römer

Benno Leeser

Frits Goldschmeding

Hans Wiegel

John Kraaijkamp junior

Rob Rensenbrink

Halina Reijn

Clairy Polak

Maryam Hassouni

Trijntje Oosterhuis

Laetizia Griffith

Number of respondents 
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e
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Perceived personality of Amsterdam 
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Remco Campert André Hazes Thijs Römer Simon 
Vinkenoog 

Benno Leeser 

     

Danny de Munk Ed van Thijn Frans Molenaar Frits Barend Frits Goldschmeding 

     

Hans Wiegel Winston Gerschtanowitz Jeroen Krabbé John Kraaijkamp John Kraaijkamp jr. 

     

Jorgen Raymann Matthijs v. Nieuwkerk Patrick Kluivert Rene Froger Rob Rensenbrink 

   
  

Carice van Houten Femke Halsema Fatima Elatik Halina Reijn Tatum Dagelet 

    
 

Clairy Polak Froukje de Both Lucia Rijker Maryam Hassouni Nelly Frijda 

     
Nicolette van Dam Sacha de Boer Trijntje Oosterhuis Willeke Alberti Adelheid Roosen 

     
Anne Frank Kim van Kooten Laetizia Griffith Hedy D’ancona Hadassah de Boer 
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Appendix 7 – Internal perspective BPS versus external perspective BPS  

 
Internal total perspective         
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Students      Market vendors & Taxi drivers 
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Foreigners      Young professionals 
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Mid-late aged professionals    Retired residents 
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Appendix 8 – Brand personality questionnaire 

 

Imagine, if Amsterdam were to be a person, what would that person be like? (e.g. youthful, 
reliable, risky, outgoing, ambitious, creative, unorganized, rough, etcetera) 
 
Please rate every personality trait in the table on the next page by putting a cross in the box from 1 
to 5. Whenever an item is unclear to you, please tip the box ‘not clear’.  
 
Thank you very much! 
 
Laura van Meer 
 
 
1. Details 
  

Age  

Sex  

Nationality  

Occupation  

  
2. What is the first thing that comes to your mind when thinking of Amsterdam? 
 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
 
3. If you could describe Amsterdam as a person in 5 words, what would they be from your 
perspective? 
 
1. …………………………………………….. 4. …………………………………………….. 
2. …………………………………………….. 5. …………………………………………….. 
3. …………………………………………….. 
 
4. Do you think the city marketing and brand ‘I Amsterdam’(think of website, promotion, values) 
carries out the true Amsterdam personality and do you find it effective? (e.g. does it bring more 
domestic/international visitors and does it make the Amsterdam inhabitant feel proud of his/her 
city) (explain) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
5. What do you think could be improved in the city marketing of Amsterdam? (explain) 
 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
6. Please choose 1 aspect that characterizes the city of Amsterdam mostly in your opinion? 
 
O  Residential city O  Shopping city   O  Capital 
O  Artistic city O  City of events   O  Sex, drugs & rock and roll 
O  Hub function O  City of knowledge                             O  People                    
O  Night life O  Architecture    O Livable city 
O  Meeting place O  Business city    
O  City of canals O  Compact city 
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7. Please fill in the following scale by ticking in a box from 1-5, based on if the personality trait is 
descriptive for Amsterdam. If the item is unclear to you, please tick in the box ‘not clear’. 

 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Scale                             1 = totally not descriptive      5 = extremely descriptive   

Traits                 1 2 3 4 5 Not clear 

Down to earth        

Family-oriented       

Small-town       

Honest       

Sincere       

Real       

Wholesome       

Original       

Cheerful       

Sentimental        

Friendly       

Daring       

Trendy        

Exciting       

Spirited  
 

      

Cool 
 

      

Young 
 

      

Imaginative 
 

      

Unique 
 

      

Up-to-date 
 

      

Contemporary 
 

      

Reliable  
 

      

Hard working 
 

      

Secure 
 

      

Intelligent 
 

      

Technical       

Corporate 
 

      

Successful 
 

      

Leader 
 

      

Confident 
 

      

Upper class 
 

      

Glamorous 
 

      

Good looking 
 

      

Charming 
 

      

Feminine 
 

      

Smooth 
 

      

Outdoorsy 
 

      

Masculine 
 

      

Western 
 

      

Tough 
 

      

Rugged 
 

      

 
independent  
 

      


